
CHAPTER VII 

SOCIO-CULTURAL LIFE 

SOCIAL LIFE 

The Clan· 

As already mention~d, the Adis are divided into two broad 

groups and the each group has a number of sub-tribes. Each 

sub-tribe is consJsting of a number of clans and sub-clans. 

Each such sub-clan is co~sisting of families which may be 

considered as the small~st unit in the Adi society. The den-

sity o(· cohesion thins out gradually from a family outwards 

towards a nebulous reeling of unity for an Adi people as a 

1 who l P .• 

Practically, the Adi ~ociety is based on the clan orga-

nisation. The clan or exogamous· sept a~ong the Adis is known 

as opin or ali. Each clan and its sub-clans normally trace 

their descent from one common ancestov. Thus, the Ete, Echi, 

Bagra,Doje ; Lollen, Loya and other sub-clans of the Paktu 

clan of the GaLas claim Ato Paktu as common ancestor. Like-

wise , the Me bang , t1 e k o p , t1 e i , ' Ko n k a , K o p u l and others of 

the Perme clan of the Padams claim Perme as their common 

ancestor. However, there are some clans who do not have 

separate common ancestors, but claim their descent directly 

from Abo Tani, the common ancestor of the whole tribe or 

S.Roy, op.cit., p.207. 
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Pedong Nane, an ancestress of the Eastern Adis~ 

The clans and sub-clans of two sub-tribes one from the 

Padams and another from the Galas are given below: 

Name of the 
Sub-Tribes 
of the Adis 

The Padams 

The Galas 

Name of the 
Clan 

Leg a 

Paktu 

' 

Name of the Sub-clans 

Sike,Rankong, Rapok, 

Limong, Kopak, Lakku, La

grang, Lagbing, Lambe, 

lomsar, Raik, Iksing, 

Sita, Sarme, Manyeat, 
3 

Madbul and Nanne. 

Bagra, Doje, Ete, 

Nyodu, Nyorok, Ado, 

Loya, and L . 4 oyJ.. 

Echi, 

LoJ.llen1,: . 

The origin of sub -,c 1 an s 1 i e s in sever a 1 facto r.s 1 ike 

the growth of populatid.n' migration etc. It was due bo such 

factors that big 'clans splitted up into several co-lateral 
I 

lines and thus gave rise. to sub-clans. For instance, the Paktus 

of the Galas who have a grea~ number of sub-clans tb~day occupy 

a 111 i de . ·a rea c o v e r in g the pre sent v a 11 e y e s o f the S i y tim ( Yom go) 
' 

' 
and .the Sipu (Pugo) rivers. There are still some smaller clans 

' 

which have not yet s p 1 itt e d up and there f o.r e they do not have 

sub-clans. The clans and .t.he sub-clans of the tribe are thus 

based on the genealogy and not on any, political or economic 

~T.K.Bhattacharjee, The Shimong, p.XIX. 
Roy, op.cit., p.209. . 

4 Personal ·interview with Gotu Bagra at Along on 10.4.82. 
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factors. For instance, the three sub-clans viz. the Lollen, 

Loya and Loyi of the Paktu clan originated ftom the three 

grandsons of Ato Paktu whose names were Lollen, Loya and 
I 

Loyi. Their genealogies reveal that the Adi clans always 

tr?ce their origin from their common ancestor and not from ~ 

any object of the nature or of the animal kingdom. The clans 

are thus,generally not ·totemieally named. 

In the earlier days the Adis settled clan-wise. As the 

members of one clan have the feeling of oneness amongst them-

selves, they acted together for the interest of the clan. So 

till to-day, many of the old Adi villages are found to be 

comprised of the members of a single clan. But the villages 

which have been founded in recent time are inhabited by pea-

ple belonging to the different clans as the founders came 

from different clans. However, even in such mixed villages 

they try to maintain their clan solidarity in the selection of 

the gams, members of Panchayat etc. 

The clans and sub-clans of the Adis are generally exo-

gamous and in the'past they were strict in maintaining this 

principle. ro day, ho~ever, some clans do not maintain this 

custom. For instance, ~he Loyas and the Loyis who are sub

clans of the Paktus now inter-marry. But the Begums, still 
. ' 

maintain their exogamous custom among their members. Thus, 

the Koyus and the Bomjens of the Begum group although separa-

ted by.·many generations, do not inter-marry.Similarly, the 

Ribas and the Basars of the Kori-Ali still maintain this 
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exogamo·us relation. Any sexual relation between the members 

of the sub-clan~ is considreed an inceit. The members who 

5 are involved in such affa~rs are pubished severely and are 

even ex-communicated. 

The influence of the clan divisiqn is felt in. the social 

life of the Adis. In all their affairs, every family feels 

its duty to support its fellow clan memb~rs. Alignment of the 

members of a village is always based on their clans and sub-

clans, more particwlarly when there is a misunderstffnding or 

a quarrel between the members of the different clans and sub-

clans. Partisanship arranges itself according to clan when 

the disputants belong to different clans~ In such a sibuation 

the clan spirit prevails over the village patriotism. 

Among the Adis, it is a normal practice to ask one ana~· 

ther to which clan he or she belongs.This is usually done in 

order to determine one's relation or atitude with other person. 

Such enquiries :are particularly made by young persons of marr-

iageable age. Because, although they may belong to different 

village or areas, they are bound by the rule of exogamy at 

the level of clan (opin). Thus, clan in the Adi society regu-

lates marriages. In other functions also, the clan loyalty 

brings them together with a feeling of· kiths and kins. 

Beside the divisions of the tribe into groups, sub-tribes 

and clans on the basis of their genealogies, the Minyong and 

5Srivastava op.ci~., pp.73-74. 
6 Roy, op.cit., p.211. ' 
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the Gala sub-tribes have some social divisions of their own. 

The Minyongs are divided into two moities - the Kumuing and 

the Kuri. It is s~id t~at this division of the Miyongs ori-
I 

ginated at. a time when· they took their first settlement at 
7 .. 

Riga village during the course of ··their migration. The Galas 

are also divided into the NtiJi and the Nyira and this divi-

sian is said to have origin~ted from some incidents rather 

' than basing on common ancestors. Thus, the Likar and the 

Ronya clans of· the Begum group of the Galas because the Nyijis 
I 

while other clans of the,same group are the Nyiras. 

Till the recent past~ this social division of the Galas 

had been so rigid that the members w~re normally not allowed 

to have matrimonial relations between them. Now such restric-

tion has been relaxed, however, the influence of such divi-

sian is still felt in the social life of this sub-tribe. 

Among·, the Hinyongs, the moities claim allegiance of:their 

own member~ when disputes arise between ~members of different 

. t. 8 mol 1es. 

THE FAMILY 

The family, called rutum or rumtum by the Adis, is the 

smallest unit in the structure of their society. The normal 

size of an Adi family is composed of a man with his wife or 

wives and children. In the joint families such as found among 

7 Personal interview with Tani Takuk at Debing village 
on 12.12.82 

8 
Roy, op.cit., p.211 
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the Galas, they may be composed of the parents, brothers with 

their wives and their children in a single house having their 

fields, granary, and hearth in common. A joint family may also 

be composed of unmarried and married uncles with their wives 

and children, unmarried sisters of the father, married and un-

married brothers, ·sisters, nephews, cousins, grand children, 

slaves with their wives: and children. Such complex composition, 

however, though theorit~cally conceivable~ are not likely to 

be found in actu&l life at present. The explosive point is 

reached normally much e?rli~r and such family splits into 

simple forms in separat~ houaes and with separate hearths, 

landed.·properties and live-stocks. 

Generally a new fami~y originates when a newly married 

' couple after the birth of. a child starts a separate cooking 

arrangement in the .same h~arth. After a few years the couple 

may have separate hearth in the same hou~e. This process of 

separation is continued till a separabe house is built to 

become~ an independent family. In the Minyong-Padam communi-

ties, after marriage a son-in-law (magbo) may stay in his 

father-in-lavt's house upto the birth of the second or third 

child. Then he constructs a new house and brings his wife and 

children to that house, and thus he starts his independent 

family? 

The society of the Adis is patrilineal and patriarchal. 

Descent is always agnatic and the sons inherit the properties 

9
Ibid., p.205 
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o f the fa m i 1 y . They also . take the t i t 1 e o f their father . D au-

ghbers do not get any immovable property. They may get some 

personal properties of their mothers. Among the Gala Adis, 

daughters get their shares of properties as dowry at the time 

of their marriage, if the price (~) is paid by their husb

ands. Poor husbands may not afford more, after piying min~mum 

bride-price of two mithuns and two cows. So, some daughters 

may not get any shares of their parents' properties~ 0 

The landed properties such as agricultural lands, forest, 

fishing spots, hunting grounds are acquired by a family when 

a village is founded. These properties belong to the family 

as a whole and as the family splits after the death of the r 

father, they are kept for common use or are divided equally 

among the sons. Another common immovable property of the 

family is the house and its adjoining area with granary. But 

in practice, after the death of the father that house is be-, 

longed to the son or s~ns who has or have not yet started in-

dependent house h o 1 d d u'r in g the 1 if e- t. i me of his or their fa-

ther. Generally, the youngeeyt son by the virtue of his being 

the last to remain with· him and to look after him becomes 

the inheritor after his father's death. The ~~dowed mother 

may 1 i v e with 'any ,of her sons whom she ·prefers , but in p 1: a c-

11 tice she lives with the youngest. 

Movable properties .a·f the family are utensils, imfDlements, 

1 0 
Personal interview with Gotu Bagra' at Aloog on 10-4-82. 

11 
The writer's mother stayed ~ith .. ber. second son. 
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live-stocks, ornaments etc. Beads, silver or brass ornaments 

brought by a woman from her father's house and those given 

to her by her husband are her personal belongings. These are 

generally inherited by her daughters and daughters-in-law. In 

the same way, the father may have beads inherited from his 

father, his trophies of war and chase, bows and arrow, sword, 

daos, items of dress and belt made of cowry-shells (telu). 

Some of these go to decorate his grave but the valuable items 

are not wasted in that way. They are taken out after his death 

and are kept on the side of his dead body which custom is known 

as (Yulen-nam by the Galas) and then they are kept back. Valu-

able beads, dishes, etc. which are not given to daughters are 

divided among the sons and thus inherited by them and these 

properties pass down the family as the family heirlooms. Brass 

b o vi 1 s , m i t h u ns, c ow s e t c . a r e a l s o d i v i d e d e q u a 11 y a m o n g t h e s o n s 

by mutual understanding. If any dispute arises, the arbitration 

of the village elders is sought. The will of the departing per-

son is always important as that has its weight in the. division 

of his property. So~etimes, even a son may be deprived of his 

share if he has failed hi·s filial duties and obligations. 12 

As the society is ~atriarchal, the seniormost man in the 

Adi family,is its head or master. The actual management of 

the family affairs may be ~elegated sometimes, to any capable 

1 2 p . ·r . G B . ersona 1nterview with otu ~gra. 
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junior, but in theory the seniormost man is the final auth-

ority in its matters. Normally, the father is the head of the 

family·and obedience to him is expected from each of its mem

ber. Ch;ldren rarely go beyond the control and never try to 

flout the authority of the father. Physically punishment is 

rarely inflicted on them~ 3 ' 

T h e j u n i o rs o b e y t he s e n i o r s , b u t a r e n o t m u c h i n t e r f e -

rred with their personal matters unless they are likely to 

affect the family interests. In practice everything ts talked 

over in the family circle and there is hardly anything of a 

personal secret in the normal life~ 4 

On the other hand, the family quthority is not absolute. 

It has to get the blessing of the village community in big 

issues such as fe~tivals, agricultural operations, manriage 

etc. So, the head of the family normally consults his clan 

fellows and the elders:of the village council, so that, they 

should have the prior knowl~dge in such ~atters.It is only 
. 

the routine undertakings, stereotyped by convention and prac-

tice that might go without ~ny prior approval of the commu-

nity. -Thus, the agricultural operations are usually carried . 
out-in corporate manner, all the families doing the ~arne ope-

ration:_ at the same time like sowing, weeding, reaping almost 

1 5 the same crops. 

1 3 5- . 
r1vastava, op.cit., pp.60-61. 

1 4 
Personal interview with Tumar Basar at Nyigam village 
on 22.5.83 

1 s 
Interview with Tumar Basar. 

• I 
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In the Adi society, almost all the hard and difficult 

.works are done by the male members of the family. They take 

the initiative and responsibility· .. ·of the clearing jungle, fe-

lling trees, setting fire, fencing the jhum-cultivation. Hun-

ting, traping and fishing - that is, the collection of meat 

and fish for the family menu· is their duty. All implements 

of the family for the use in house and field should be provi-

ded by them. They look after the live-stocks of their famili-

es and collect fodder for their piggery. The arrangement for 

the ritual ceremonies or festivals is their responsibility. 

The Adi male members also help their wives in child caring. 

They undertake the trading expeditions, bringing clothes, 

dao, salt, untensils etc. for the family. They are the mambers 

of the village council and attend its session in the evening. 

and even at the day-time at any emergent meeting of the same. 

In the older days, the ,village defence .and warfare were their 

prerogative. They also ·collect all the materials(such as bam-

boos, logs, leaves, canes etc.) for censtruction of their hou

ses, granarjes, and they conptruct them with these mater.ials~ 6 

They spend the most of t·heir. time in the community works, 

such, kiruk (community hunting) construction of dere (communi-

ty hall), etor' (cor(lmunity fencing), bridges, and village paths;:; 

and receiving th~ visfto~s to the village. 

The Position of Women 

Tho ugh \'li t h in the fa m il y many o f the w o r k s o f men a r e 

161 t . . n erv1ew with Tumar Basar . 

G 
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different from that of women, there is no segregation, nor 

is any seclusion of women dbserved. The control of the fami-

ly is rested with the father, however, the_ position of the 

mother is not subordlnate in the Adi family, she has no .1small 

role to play in running the family. Majority of the domestic 

affairs are in her hands. She looks after the children, spins 

cotton at home as well as on the way while going to the field, 

weaves clothes for the family, passes the art of weaving on to 

her daughters. She stores food for the· rainy season, brews 

rice-beer (apong) for her husband and friends, dries tobacco 

for his pipe, feeds pigs and poultry. She doles out the daily 

requirement of grains from the family granary and keeps its 

key with her, dries paddy and husks it, .cooks food, portions 

it out for the members of the family and guests, and feeds 

the children. She fetches water in long bamboo pipes (silek) 

from the distant village water supply, helps her husband chop 

wood in the jungle for fues and carry it all the way home, co-

llects leafy vegetables from the jungle, catches fishes from 

the stream (tasum-kula) and cook curries for the family~ 7 

In addition she takes part in the jhum cultivation, such 

as, jungle clearing with male members, sowing the paddy field, 

transplanting paddy, weeding and harvesting the crops. When 

not engaged in such works, the family women may be seen ben-

ding over their looms or some needle-works. They are the last 

1 7 
Parul Dutta,"Role of vlomen in the various aspects of life 
in Arunachal Pradesh",: Arunachal News, July,1975, pp.22-24; 
Personal interview with late Yame Nyori~ writer's mother 
at Rilu on 16.10.82. 
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to retire' at night and the first to rise long before the 

crack of dawn - ~t the ffrst ~rowing of the cook. If her hou-

sehold ~oes hungry or if grain falls short of the requireme-

nts due to any mismanagement of domestic aff.airs, she is ace-

used for her negligence' and carelessness or indifference to-

wards her family. Not onl~.must she set an example-by her co-

nstant hard work but she must also learn to exact work from 

her children~ 8 

The elder girls of the family assist their mother in 

pounding and husking rice, weaving, chopping wood as well as 

in odd jobs around the house. They take part in the ponung 

or nitom songs and dances of their village. The younger girls 

carry their baby brothers and sisters on their backs, sing 

lullaby and look after them. Occasionally they watch and pro-

teet the crops from the birds. 

Thus, the Adi woman plays the most vital role in the 
I 

family quietly rendering a great service and indirectly hel-

ping in removing poverty, fufilling her tiuties and handling 

down a healthy tradition of hard work. 

The above description is the common or g~neral status 

of the Adi women, however, the positions of the girls among 

the different groups of the tribe differs. The girls of the 

Minyon~-Padam group enjoy more freedom than those of the Gala 

g r o u p . T h e g i t 1 s a f t he f o r me r g r o u p h a v e t h e i r own d arm it aries 

18 
Ibid. 
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(rasheng) in their traditional villages. There they can meet 

their lovers and select their life-partner. They are free to 

take part in ponungs (traditional songs and dances) and to 

mix up with male membets of the society. After .the selection 

of the partners the approvals of the parents of both the par

ties are, sought.' Normally it is approved if the s.election is 
' 

from marrigable clan~ 9 1his Rasheng sysb~m i~ not to be found 

in ma~y of the present' Villages of this group. However, the 

freedom of the, girls is still permitted. About the freedom of 

the' boys and grils of .this group of the Adis, Oshong Ering 

says, 

'Adi boys·and girls are free to move about 
and' associate with friends and join ~arious 
social organisations and functions like ~ing
ing, dancing and mervy making. Adi parents do 
not allo\'J their sons and daughters to 'remain 
confined to home and they ask them to go out 
and meet friends, otherwise a boy or girl be
comes dull. So, through association and vari-

·aus·social activities, both intending boy and 
girs get ample chance to study the character 
and taste of his/her lover' ?O 

In this way, they come closer to each other, mutually court 

and finally decide to get into wed-lock. 

The girls of the Galas have more restrictions, because 

of the prevalence of child-marriage and paying of the bride-

price systems there. Sometimes, even a small girl is married 

to an aged man or a grown up girl is married to a s~all boy. 

Besides, in the past, to maintain friendship of two friends 

19 
Roy, op.cit., p.199 

20
0.Ering, "Harriage system of the Adis", NEFA Information, 
August, 1970, p.21 

. I 
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(kedens), a kind of advance booking fat matrimonial relation 

which is known as neppe-nyida (womb marriage) was also arran

ged before the birth of the child~ 1 So, sometimes such marria-

ges are violated by a boy or a girl when he or she grows up 

22 and such cases are settled by the Kebangs. 

Among the Galas, as most of the marriages are arranged 

marriages in the ~raditional society, there is hard~ any free-

dam of the girls in the selection of their life-partners.The 

prevalence of this syst~m makes an Ad.i women of thJs group 
I 

to complain thus -

Woman here has no legal status whatsoever 
in- the society. She is a possession, an ar
ticle and bereft of any right as a citizen ... 
She has no v~ice even in matters concerning 
her happiness and well-being. As a daughter 
she is disposed of in marriage not for her 

-'-.. / 
ow~ good but in the interest of the father- / 
she is the property. As a wife she may be ne
glecte'd, .oppressed and even discarded or sa
ddled with co-wives at the sweet will or whim 
of the hll$band' ~3 

No doubt there are restrictions ·On the married women and 

even there is the prevalence of child-marriage among the Galas, 

but the position of women is not so worse among the Adis in 

general. The women have opportunity to gain ascendency over 

their husbands by their tact, efficiency and intelligence and 

21 

22 

23 

Gamli Padu; "Neppe Nyida", Arunachal News, April-May, 
pp.34-35. 

Ering,"Child marriage in Adi society and plight of girls", 
Arunachal Review, August, 1981, pp.9-12. 

Yapi Ete, "The need of a ne\'1 approach to the change in the 
social status of women in Arunachal", Arunachal News, 
July, 1975, p.33 
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to get their decisions accepted by all .. Even in the Kebang 

there is no restriction for women in making her voice heard 

and her opinion felt~ 4 Women have their own domains where no 

man may intrude. Such tactful, and dutiful women are loved 

and listened by all members of the community. Adi mothers are 

specially taken care by their children. They are obeyed and 

respected. Their fathers or brothers take their side in any 

difficult situation. For instance, if the kebang does not take 

appropriate action against any disfigurement (mutilation) or 

wound of the finger or ear or eye or tooth of a woman by her 

husband her father, brother and her relatives could ask for 

the compensation for sych crime, even from her husband or son. 

So, the inhuman treatment to woman is not tolerated in the Adi 

society. 

Slavery· 

Iri the Adi society the slavery had been a heritage from 

the past. This insiitution was maintained by the Adi families 

for the economic and soc{al necessities. ~e have seen that 

their traditional economy. 'is based on the agriculture, supple-

mented by hunting and fishing. In order to obtain the desired 

results from such economic activities mote hands and hard 

labours are necessary. It is because, the agricultural yield 

is proportionate to the quantum of human labour put on the 

fields. Besides, the Adis in the past required more hands to 

24 If the husband of an Adi woman dies during their son's 
minor stage, she becomes the head of her family and she 
may raise any disputed matter of the family in the kebang. 
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help them in their manifold activitie~. Since there was no 

facility for hiring labourers in the Adi society, the on~y 

way to secure the extra hands was to ·pro~u~e slaves by other 

means. 

The Adis acquired slaves in a number of ways~ First, a 

man or woman who was captured in war beceme slaves to his or 

her captor. Secondly, the children of the slaves automatically 

became slaves.Thirdly, a man who had committed a serious off-

encc against thn community but could not pay the fine demanded, 

was sold as slave to some wealthy person. Fourthly, sometimes, 

a person who could not repay a debt became slave to the deb-

tor. Fifthly, slaves could be purchased from slave dealers. In 

the early days an Adi who wanted to get extra hands so as to 

enhance his status in the society could purchase a slave from 

a person who traded in slaves~ 5 

Sometime a friend presented a slave as a token of friend-

ship. Thus, the Tagin villagers of Moso presented Lepo Kotin 

with a small girl of three years named Yapahg as the token of 

friendship~ 6 Sometimes slaves were given by the bride-grooms 

as the part of the bride-price to their father-in-law. Ljke-

wise a son~in-law. also got slaves as the part of his wife's 

dow r y from h i s fa t he r - i ~- 1 a w . I n the p a s t , to get s 1 aves , Ad i s 

raided villa~es with which they were ~at in good terms. Thus, 

0 has man a, says , "Each raid carried by J o p a k K o j e , Same Pusan g 

25 
V.El~in, A Philosoph~, pp.232-37 

2 6 . 
t1 • M • 0 h a s m a n a ., o p . c i t . , p . 1 8 7 

' 

Q. 
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and Sape Pusang increased the number of Tagin slaves in the 

Ramo 
. 2 7 

area". 

The treatment of slaves depend-ed on th~ir invividaa-l be-

haviour and on the attitud.e' of their masters. The slaves who 

were captured in war were normally· kept in stocks for a cer-

tain period to ensure that they did not run away. When they 

were found reconciled to their condition, they were freed from 

the confinement and then they were allowed to mix up in the 

general household of their masters. But the slaves who were 

purchased or brought from the father-in-law, were not-confi-

ned and were allowed to mix up in the family. 

If a slave was good and faithful to the master, the la-

tter treated him with affection. There was no custom for 

s~gregation of slaves from the members of his master's family. 

The slaves and the masters ate the same food from the same 

pot and dined, and slept in the same hall. If any slave had 

the powei of oration he could even represent his master in 

t·hr; v.ill<HJr> r:ounC"i]~A A ~l:Jvr> ::1l.so could oct as a village or 

family priest if he had that quality~ 9 Slaves also took part 

30 in the raids for capturing new slaves. If they were sincere 

and' faithful, the masters constructed houses for them and arr-

anged their marriage and paid their bride-price. Thus, Lepo 

27 
Ibid. 

28 At Pagi village Mangu, an ex-slave conducted affairs of 
his master during his active days. 

29 

30 

We know late Cha~o, a slave became as a priest at Daring 
village. 

In the past faithful ~laves went with th~ir masters and 
took part in raiding and warfare. 

'•A 
: .~ /' 

•:.· 
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Kotin arranted ma~riage twice for his slave Tasor, who was 

presented to him by his T,agin' friends. Lepo Kotin even willed 

that 'his· dead ·-bedy sl:.to.ul,d . .b~. carried by his slave Tasor to 
' - . - -.- -~ -

the grave and not by his sons~ 1 But the lazy and insincere 

slaves were beaten, 'and if they were found incorrigible, were 

sold out to any person at 'the masters' sweet will. 
I 

In this 

way, such slaves were sol~·and purchased many times in their 

life-time. Though there was not much rest~iction on the general 

behaviour of the slaves, there was however, a strict rule agai-

nst the sexu~l or matrimonial relations between free-men and 

slaves. If a slave was found guilty of such relation, he was 

drowned in a river or thrown down from a precipice of a hill. 

A free-man who was found guilty of sexual relation with a slave 

girl was ex-communicated and his status in the society was 

32 degraded. Slaves had their own marriage groups among the sla-

ves and if they marry within such groups the masters helped 

them paying the bride-price: 

In the early Adi society, the institution of slavery 

hod a considerable value. The slaves were labourers in the 

fields, helpers in the houses and soldires in the warfares. 

They constituted the living property of their masters and 

were often used as a medium of exchange .. Salt,cattle and·· .. ·· 

others could be bartered against them and as stated above, 

they were given as bride-price as well as dowry. 

31 
Dhasmana, op.cit., p.188. 

32 Ibid., pp.93-94. 
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The slavery had it~ effects on certain segments of the 

Adi society. This· is clearly noticeable among the Ramos. Ini

tially the Ramo ~di soci~ty ~as consisted of the pure Ramos. 

But due to the increase. of tHe slave population m~lriry-tirawn·-

from th~ Tagins the masters could not maintain a strict hold 

on many of them. Co~sequently many old slave families were 

voluntarily liberated. Some of the liberated slaves construe-

ted independent houses, u9ed the surnames of their masters, 

accumulated enormous wealth and becam~ quite influential in 

the society. These former slaves even kept slaves to help them 

in their household. In the Ramo area, if a master died without 

children, his property co~ld be inherited by his slaves~ 3 

The nineteenth century visitors to the Adi area of Mebo 

noticed slavery, in full form among the Adis.In his account 

Dalton mentions the condition of the Adi slaves thus, "The 

law of the master is not the law of the slave. I heard a slave 

having been put to death by his master by the order of the 

Raj (kesang) fo~ having seduced a free-born girl"~ 4 Those 

early visitors found that the Adis claimed the Miris as their 

run-away slaves. No doubt, the Adis generally claimed some 

of the Mishings as their ex-slaves, but all of them we~e not 

the run-away slaves. The fact is that the most of the Mish+• ·-

ings came down in search of productive lands towards the plains 

of the Brahmaputra valley, as they were .~riven away by the 

33 
Ibid. p.188. 

34 
Dalton, quoted in Elwin's India's North-East Frontier, 
p.263. 



Adis following them. I\ is also a fact that some of the slaves 

' 
posae~~e~ by the Adis had run away and mingled with the Mish-

i n g s . This has been ad ni it ted by· a M i S'h ing w .r it_~ r "Besides , 

the i r ( M ·i s b in g s ) pop u 1 a t ion : had been g r e at l y i ncr eased by 

the frequent arrivals of •run-away families from the Abor hill~~,35 
' . 

writes Nomal P.egu, and some slaves (pagbo) were sold to the 

well-to-do Mishing,by the Adis themselves. There had trading 

in slaves between the ~d~s and the Mishings till the British 

Government declared it il~egal and many slaves among fthe Mi

shings were freed .. Those freed did not want to go back to the 

hills and thus they mingled with the Mishing communities. Pegu 

adds, "The term 'Kalossa' occasionally heard amongst the Mi-

shings had(been) derived from the wocd 'Khalas' or 'freed' 

and used to refer those people who were slaves but freed by 

the British"? 6 

The slavery among the Adis was also one of the causes of 

conflict between them and the British. When J.F.Needham visi-
( . ~ r. 

ted some Adi villages of the foot hills area in 1B84, the Adis 

complained of the shelter given to their run-away slaves by 

the British authority? 7 After a few years they again ,compla ... n 

i n e d a n d t o 1 d h i m , " W e b e g g e d t o r e t u r n o u r s 1 a v e s , a s t h e y ~; :. 

cost us lot of money and we cannot do without them". He, how-

ever, refused to do. On 18 November, 1893, they told Needham 

35 
_ Op.cit., p.53 
.. _:. 

36 Ibid. 
37 Foreign Proceedings (Assam), February. 1885, Nos. 2-6; 

M.L.Bose, op.cit., p.71 

·-~ 
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that they were not willing to be friendly with the English 

because their run-away slav.es were detained and they were 

insulted by being offered half of what the slaves casted to 

them~ 8 This led to an:active hostility which resulted in the 
I 

Abor Expedition of 1893-94. Such hostiltiy remained and that 
' 

led to the murder of Noel Williamson, Assistant Political 

Officer at Sadiya and ~is party at Komsing above Pasighat in 

1911. This led·.:to a fllll scale war against the Abors during 

1911-12. This war resulted in the submission of the Adi tribe 
I 

to ·the British author~ty in 1912. 

In his "Polotical Report" in 1912, A.H.W. Bentinck, 

Deputy Commissioner of Lakhimpur mentions the problem of the 

slavary in the Adi area and he suggested some measures to 

39 affect the liberation of the slaves. However, long after, in 

the year 1938 only, the British Government took a practical 

step for the abolition of the slavery in the unadministered 

a r e a o f t h e t r i b e . b y t h e f o r m a t i on o f a " C o n t r o 1 A r e a '1 t o t he · 

north of Pasighat~ 0 In 1941 this "Gontrol Area" was extended 

further. This step enabled the British Government to aboli~b • 

the slavery from the most part of the Adi area panticularly 

from the Minyong-Padam area before 1947. 

After Independence, the Government of India took some 

3B 
1 'H~K.Barpujari, Hill Tribes, III, p.133. 
39

A.H.W. Bentinck, "Politioal Report", dated the 23rd April, 
1912, quoted in R.Reid's op.cit., p.235. 

40 Ibid.,p.260 
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more measures for the abolition of the slavery in this area. 

First , the Govern rn e·n t of India sanctioned 11 a fair 1 y 1 a r g e sum 

f f • '1 II 
4 1 0 . f t h • h o- money or ransom1ng s, aves . EJt o 1s money t e com-

pensation for the slaves• was paid eo the ma-sters and spent 

on rehabilitating .the slaves after their release. Secondly, 

by the tactful propaganda,individuals were persuad~d to libe-

rate their slaves and tb~y wete told that slavery was against 

t h e 1 a w . ·a f t h e f r e e - c o u n t r y . T h e y w e r e a 1 s o a s k e d 11 t o r e g a r d 

any child born after' August il.5th 1947 as free; no one in a 

free India can be a slave 11 ~ 2 Thirdly, the s~aves themselves 

were also persuaded to col~~ct money and to purchase their 

freedom with the help of the Government and the village coun

.143 c 1 . 

With these measures slavery was aboli~hed from the Adi 

society. In 1961, the slavery in. the Ramo aarea was completely 

abolished. The slave owners were paid Rs.500/- as compensation 

44 per slave by the Government. 

The slaves, who were.·freed by their masters voluntarily 

before the Independence, particularly in the Ramo area, are 

found in a better position. They used the title of their mas

ters and many of them became quite rieh and influential~ 5 Even 

41 
Elwin, A.Philosophy, p.231. 

42 
Ibid. 

43 
Ibid., pp.231-232. 

44 
Dhasmana, op.cit., p.189. 

45
Ibid., p.188 
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some of them inherited the properties of their masters who 

died without children. But the positions of the slaves, who 

were emancipated b~~the Government are not so favourable. 

First, after the emancipation some of them went back to their 

original villages or areas and had taken their original tit~~s. 

tles. But, many of them who did not c~riow1:thei~ original tit-

les as well as original area, had to remain in their masters' 

village. But their masters and other villagers normally did 

not give land to bhem. So, they remained as landless villa-

gers. Secondly, as the ex-masters lost their man power and 

their servants,they ceuld not easily retoncile to the new si-

tuation. As a result, the relations between the masters and 

the emancipated slaves were not cordial. 

Such landless slaves have migrated to the ~oat hills and 

other sparsely pop~late~ a~eas of the lower Siang and Simen 

Valleys. In many cases,;some masters and slaves have reconci

led to the n~w situation and are living together as usual. 

These ex~slaves are so much attached to the masters' families 

that they have become•: fQlfl~dged members of the latter. 

Their masters allot lands to them and they keep the titles 

of their master~ an~ call each other as fathers, brothers, 

mothers, sisters, sons; d~ughters etc. for the persons in the 

respective generations. 

Now, the institution of the slav~ry has been completely 

eradicated; but the echo of the deep-rooted stigma of the sla-

very· is still to be heard in the society. Some matrimonial 
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relations have been established; however, we see that still 

some taboos are observed between ex-slaves (pagbo-ali) and 

free-men (~da-ali) in the Adi traditional society. 

0 

II 
1 
! 

. I 
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The House and Household A~ticles: 

The size of Adi house,depends on the size of the family. 

In the same way the style of the house differs from area to 

area. But the main structure and the interior arrangements 

and materials used for building of the houses are almost the 

same everywhere depending on the availability of materials 

and suitability of ground within the village and the Desult 

of the divination. Houses are constructed either on the plain

J~vel ground or on th~ eloping ground. The Goloa normally 

select their house sites by. means of divination such as by 

pip~-chikanam (divination with eggs), ro-kokkanam (divination 

with chicken liver), tajir-minam (burning of splits of taJir 

plant), ambin runam (divination with rice). If these divina-· 

tions do not bear any favourable result, the site, however 

favourable it might be, is not selected. 

The traditional houses of the Adis are constructed with 

bamboos, woods, canes, leaves etc. No metal or nail is used 

in the construction of houses. The collection of materials 

for the construction of house is done by both individually 

a n d c o 11 e c t i v e .l y ·, b u t t he c o n s t r u c t i o n i s d o n e a 1 w a y s o n c om 111 -· 

unity or collective b~sis. As such, its construction does 

not take more than four to five days: 

0 n s 1 oping ground , the' lev e 1 for the f 1 o or is obtained 

by erecting wooden stiits or posts which are varying in leng

th and height depending on the fall of the slope. The 

~. 
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shortest posts are those nearest to the upper gr.ound and the 

longest are away from it.· On these stilts are tied wooden be~ 

ams and thus the levea floor is made~ Over these beams again 

small, light and long woods or bamboos are put and then tied. 

Thereon mats of bamboo splits are placed to form the floor. 

This raised platform of the floor is normally re~tangular in 

shape and varies in length and breadth with the different 

groups of the Adis. In the Padam-Miyong area, the house has 

a small rectangular platform on one side of the front of the 

ho1Jsc. This ·is ngain divided into two scctiono - inner call-

ed gurang and outer called guleng. The house of the Galas 

has varnndoh nnd corridors (in-yik) on all sides of the big 

room or hall but the houses of ~ther Adis have no such corri-

dors. It is walled on all sides with rough hewn wooden planks 

or matting of split bamboos. The Adi house has no window. 

there are two doors, one in the front for male members -

(nyilo rapgo), the other at the back for the·!women (nyime 

rapgo). The hall serves the prupose of sleeping, living, 

cooking, dinning, i,e., all in one. 

The roof is thatched with leaves of takou or plantains 

or of tare (creeper of the cane variety) depending upon its 

availability in the area. In the Ramo-Pailibo area splitting 

bamboos are also used in thatching the roof. The thatched 

' 
roof is slanting and .it droops down ~onsiderably and covers 

whole the wall, vara~dah, corridors and pigsty. 

The Gala house has twp notched ladders or staircases -
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for men and women. Men climb up to the floor by the front 

ladder while women by the side one. Grown up girls and women 

are not allowed to use the ladder meant for men. But men 

can use the women's ladder except ~hen they go our for or 

come back with bows and arrowa after hunting. On the occa-

sian of marriage when the mithun sacrifice is performed, a 

special folding ladder is made for the entry of the bride. 

This ladder is used only once by the bride when she first 

enters her husband's house. The Padam-Minyong house has only 

one ladder which is fixed near the front door and adjacent 

t th ( . t• )46 o e gurong 1nner J10r _lee . 

Every Adi house has one or more fire-places. The fire-

place is raised approximately in the midd~e of the house 

by fixing wooden trays or planks in the matting of the flpor 

and covering them with sufficient earth. Three polished stone 

slabs of about one feet are fixed vertically in that to make 

the oven.. Now-a-days, in place of these stone-slabs, iron-

tripods are also used. The big houses which have more members • 

have more fire places. A Gala house has a fire-place in the ·. 

verandah also and it is used at the time of any big function 

of the family and is also meant for visitors or guests. 

Over the hearth from the ceiling of the house, there 

are three tiered bamboo:and wooden shelfs or trays suspended·) 
' 

one over the othet. 'rThe lowest tier is used for drying fish 

and meat, the second is u~ed for drying paddy and fuels during 

46 Roy, op.cit., pp.58-60. 



the rafny seasons. The third or the upper-most tier is used 

' for drying chilly, other miscellaneous articles which are 

' 
n o t 1 f o r i m me d i a t e u s e . T h e c e i 1 i n g o f t h e h o us e . i s a.l s o. 1 • 

used for storing and dryi~g maize, big mats (peche) and also 

fuel. Besides, ther~ are various sizes of shelves and bas-

kets fixed on the walls for keeping articles. the particular 

walls of some of the Adis are decorated with images of gods 

and goddesses (such as Agam) made of leaves and bamboo shav_.; .. ··:·. 

ings. 

Every corner of the inner hall of the Adi house has 

been put into use for different purposes; and the sides of 

the hearth and other spaces inside~ the house, are reserved 

for different categories of persons and for different pur-

poses. The Gala house has a small store (kakri) for storing 

rice, fermented ~po and valuable articles. The Adi house has 

generally two doors which are the only inlets for light and 

air~ These doors are provided with door-fans which are made 

of heavy single wooden planks and they have provisions for '•. 

closing from inside.From the fire-place comes out light and 

heat at night and the smoke fills the hall, the roof and 

walls a thick coat of sticky soot. The space between bhe floor 

and the ground, that is: the space under the floor is used 

for keeping domestic animals like mithuns, cows and pigs in 

the Gala area; but in the Padam-Minyong area mithuns are kept 

near the stair-case underneath the cover space on the one 

sideLof the portico. Opposite to the front entry of the 

house and outside the ~all, the regum (pigsty or latrine) 
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is 
'·,I'' ;-; ~ 7 
constructed. 1 The hduse of the these adis has an~outlet 

from inner hall to the lat~ine, but the Qalo house has no 

such separate outlet. Dogs are allowed to enter the room 

and fowls are kept in cages at night in a corner of the 

portico. 

The Adis decorate their house with their limited items. 

Horns, jaws, hides of animals constitute the items of the 

decoration. skulls and mandibles of animals are arranged 

in a line or two suspended by cane ropes to mark the bravery 

of the inmates of the house. In the Oalo area, skulls of 

rni thuns and jav1s of pci;gs are kept ,·,inside ·the room oveD the 

wall of the nyode-chiri and some are tied up to the poles 

in the varandah. Some skulls of monkeys are hunged on the 

wall above the door. The floor is used for sitting, dinning 

and sleeping. Sometimes dumpa or duper (piece of wooden log) 

are used for sitting. Upu (mats made•of taka leaves) are 

apread on the floor of the inner room and used them for si-

tting and aleeping purposes. Now-a-days mura made of cane, 

chairs, tables etc. are used. 

All their articles of daily use are kept inside the 

house. Articles of hunting and fishing are also kept inside. 

All utensils whether of m~tal or of other materials, baskets 

of various 48 
types, weapons of war and chase, fishing baskets, 

47 Ibid., 
48 ' 

Ibid., pp.66-73; Hiren Borgohain, "Technology and material 
culture of the adis w'ith special reference to their bamboo 
a n d c a n e c u 1 t u r e " , R e 's a r u r:1 , ;·., 1 9 8 0 , p p .. 1 5 - 2 1 . 

. ' 
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agricultural implements and,.l~,o·~.~ .. wi.th t.heir acc._e;?sories 

for weaving are kept within the housei. 

Utensils made of bamboo include paku ( a kind of bamboo 

dish), pete/tirkak (a bamboo tube, for drinking water or 

apong), ambin dusin/ambin dupung (a bamboo tube used as 

container of uncooked rice), tirkak/kaksur(bamboo tube with 
I 

a lid of bamboo sectio~ used for storing apong), silek/ 

ashidupu (a long,bamboo vessel without handle and lid, gene-

rally used for storing ~nd c~rrying water from the water

points), aJ.o-lodu/alo-petuk ·(bamboo tube for storing salt), 

ombin-dutup/ombin tirkok (a bamboo vessel used for measuring 
' 

rice) and luktir duki (small bamboo tube with a lid of bamboo 

section and used as a container for storing chilly powder 

mixed with salt). 

Wooden utensils include eshing ekung (plate or dish), 

chipar (mortar), chingi (pestle). Earthen vessels include 

kamya pichi/kedi peking (earthen pot used for cooling food). 

Some gourd containers used for various puoposes are pumpa/ 

epum, chugri/~ and ujuk. 

Metal articles include dachi/danki which were. imported 

from Tibet. But the Adls, particalarly of the lower area, do 

not use them as cooking pots, but these are kept as valuable 

properties. 

Now-a-days all sorts of metal vessels are purchased 

from the market and are being used more and more. Old metal 

.. 
II 
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vessels (such as, bati,' t.tku, tite, banku, barte) are not 

kept in houses; these are· ~ept either in granary or in the 

jungle at a safe place for fearrof theft and fire. 

Baskets and other articles made of leather, cane and 

ba_mboo include~ (a kind of basket made of bamb_oo and cane 

for carrying paddy, and other agricultural products from the 

field to granary or house), ebar (a basket made of cane for 

carrying vegetables, fuels and other articles by women or 

g i r 1 s ) , gin chi ( a s m a 11 basket used by,. s m a 11 g i r 1 s) , .£.E..EE.I ~ 

(a kind of wdnmow made of bamboo), udum/adum (a big basket 

with a round lid is uncd by the Adio ~or keeping clothes), 

e s h i e b a r I k i r o ( a b i g b a s k e t u s e d b y • t h e P a d a m - M i n y on.gs f o r 

carrying wood or water tubes. On the back of it _an open space 

is left and is laced with cane strips ~ith a provision for 

enlargement), ekken pape/kodung (a vough basket made of bam-

boo used for carrying oranges, bananas, jackf.ruits, pinea-

ple etc.). 

Besides, there are opo-aape or poa/apong perop (a basket 

made of bamboo for storing the fermented ingradients of apong, 

covering the inncrside 1-lith kao ~(leaves) or ekkam), 

popur/borju (a conical basket made of bamboo and cane and is 

used for distilation of apong), tali/rache (a haversack·

made, of cane and used by men), chepa/pato (a haversack cove-

red with the bark' of a, tree ( tomak) to make it water-proof). 
·I!: 

In the Padam-Minyong area it is also called tali. Rara (a ~-

kind of hav~rsack which is used in hunting and warfare. Its 

·,: 

l 

;,: 
i 
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back is also covered w1th fibres of a tree(t~) which also 

serves water-proof and'.its size is bigger-than the tali or 
•:-.-.· 

rache. Cheko (a small haversack made ~f leather used by men). 

Adi men keep their mechi·, tobacco and tobacco pipe (silum) 

inside it. 

There are' also suchak/sakiap (a haversack for women and 

girls and is small in 'size made of cane or fine bamboo strips, 

bodi/obo-(a parasol for t~e protection against the rain and 

the sun, and is made of bamboo and cane)~ narang (a basket 

49 made ·of bamboo strips and used for carrying paddy, and soa/ 

sotk.i (rope mode 'Of cane for tying mithuns and cows). 

The Granary 

For an Adi the granary (nasu or kumsung) is a very ess~ 

ential requirement of his family. The structure of the granary 

is rectangular and its size is smaller than the dwelling house. 

The technique and materials use for constructing the house 

too are used for the granary. It has an entry varandah, no 

back verandah or side corridors are provided.It has a door 

with door-fans madenof wooden planks. In the oldendays the 

door was bolted with wooden sticks and tied with canes only; 

but now, locks and keys are also usedcfor locking the granary. 

Roof, walls, floor are similar to that of the house. Many of 

Adi granaries have wooden discs fixed on the poles below the 

49 Ibid. 
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floor. Thus the entry of rats inside the granary is made 

. . bl 50 1mposs1 e. 

The granary is used for storing pa~dy, maize, millets 

etc. and other properties which has no other storing provi-

sian in the dwelling house. Besides, the houses 9re in cons-

tant danger of being gutted by fire and so it is necessary 

to keep the grains and valuable prooperties separately. Hence 

the granary is constructed at a little distance from the 

cluster of the houses. Usually the outskirts of the village 

is chosen for the village granary. Though there is no watch-

mnn, the theft f:rom the Adi granary is a rare occurrence. 

The gvains are kept on mats which are ~pead on the floor 

of the granary. Some big baskets (chirgo)' are also kept for 

keeping granis (particularly seeds of different .kin~ of grai~ 

ns). The house-wJfe goes to the granary every evening or 

alternative evening t9 dole out granis~ to be used for every 

days consumption. Normally outsiders, are not allowed to enter 

51 ' the grqnary, bevause rut is believed that the presiding deity 

of the granary (Digo-B~rji) will be annoyed. 66me of the 

Galm ritual ceremoni~s (such as,togu, and hurin) are pcrfor-

med ~t their ~ranary site. 

The Dresses, Personal Decorations and Ornaments 

The climatic and tppographical conditions determine the 

50 . 
Srivastava, op.cit. ,pp.20-22 

51 
Ibid. 
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Adi dress. The Adis of the higher and colder ~egion wear 

heavy and warm clothes while those of the lower and warmer 

region light clothes. Moreover the influence of the neighbou-

ring people, such as, the Membas., Khambas of the north and 

the plains people df Assam are noticeable on the dress of 

the Adis. The Adi dresses are made of different materials, 

i.e. ,cotton, wool, animal skins, bark or fibre of trees, etc. 

The earliest mention about the dress of the tribe is 

made by R. Wilcox in the early nineteehth century. He says, 

that the dress of Abors consists princip~lly of a choong~ 

m;Jdo·~of bnrk of uddn.l (a kind of tree). It answers the double 

purpose of a carpet to sit upon and of covering, and is tied 

round the loins and hangs down behind in loose like a white 

52 ' 
bushy beard. He found' the Adis wearing beads round their 

necks and they had h a t.s as their head dresses . "Amongst eve-

r y me n h a d s om e . a r t i c 1 e o f vw o 11 en d r' e s s , v e r y i n g f r om· a r u-

dely made blanket waist~oat'to a comfortably and tolerably 

. 53 
w e ll - s h a p e d c 1 o a k " . H. o ~~ e v e r , h e r e h e me n t i o n s t h e i r m a 1 e 

d r e s s e· s o n 1 y • 

About a century later G.D.S. Dt:.~obar· Writes, "The dress 

of two sexes ~of the Ad~s~ is dissimilar 'and especially as 

regards men, costume differs considerably~ The cloth is eith-

er~coloured and worked into patterns· of bands and lines or 

in plain white. The coloured cloth are designs, none of which 

52 w·1 . 't l cox,.op.cl ., pp.331 ff; Elwin, India's North-east 
Frontier, p.220. 

53 rbid., p.221 
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is distinctive of any particular community••? 4 He adds, "The 

l~inyong and southern Gallong cloths are usually red with 

blue lines running through the matetial.Among the Pasials, 
' ' 

yellow and black, whife and ced or red and green are not 

infrequent 55 combinations of colour". , 

The dress of the ~dis ~ay be divided into two parts : 

one is the upper dress worn' above the waist and the other is 
' ' 

the lpwer garment. The galuk (the Adi coat) is used as the 

upper garment by the Padams, Pasis, Panggis, Minyongs, Gala 

males. Galuks are of several designs, one, is of blue coloured, 

long, with full length sleeves, and dotted with circular de-

signs in white ana chocolate; another is what generally known 

as the M ish m i type,, short s 1 e eve d , b 1 a c k with bands of a 

triangular motif ac~oss the lower ends. The third type now 

used by the Adis is shorter in length, full-sleeved, green 

in colour, with narrow bands of designs round the cuff-end 

of the sleeves, on the back near the neck and on the middle 

of the lower border.Now a kind of woollen galuk with short-. 

sleeves which has beautiful designs across the back over the 

shoulder, waist and lower end, has become popular. Some Adis 

wear plain white galuk also. All these galuks are open in 

front with laces in the .middle. During the winter, the Adis 

use long wollen coats. 

The Boris, Bokars, Ramos, Pailibos, Ashings and others 

54 
Roy, op.cit., p.76. 

55 
Ibid. 
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of the north, still wear a rough woollen coat called~ 

which is long and blue securing at the waist with a cane or 

leather belt (telu) set with white bones or stones. Often 

a piece of black coarse woollen cloth (nanu) with a hole in 

the middle for passing the head through, is used specially 

in the winter. It cover:s the entire body from neck to the 

knee on both sides (ba~k and front) of the body. At the waist 

it is tied with a cane belt or telu. The sides are open for 

' 56 inserting hands in the cpld days. 

The Adi men wear, as their head-dress strong habs and 

caps made of cane or animal akin, with or without brim. They 

c a 11· t h e m 1 a s d u m 1 u p o r . b o l u p . D l:l I} i m g f e s t i v a 1 s t h e s e a r e d e -

corated with hornbill's beaks and during.w~r~aBd chase with 

tusks of the boar. 

The traditimnal lower garment of the Adi males is their 

loin-cloth (uqon or sabe). Ugon is of 3 to 4 feet in length 

and 1! to 2 feet in breadth. It is hung from a string or belt 

made ·of cane or cotton, by passing it between the legs and 

bringing up behind would round the waist and the end is tuck-

ed in under the folds at the back. The other end of the~ 

is hung in front to cover the private part fully.. Now-a-days 

pants are also used by the Adi males. 

Women of the Padams, Minyongs and others of the lower 

region wear full-sleeved black blouses with yellow bands o( 

border des1gns as their upper garments. Now Adi girls are 

56 Dhasmana, op.cit., p.65. 
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using full-sleeved or short-sleeved blouses both of velvet 

and mill-made cloths, and tailored in the styles obtaining 

in the plains. Sweaters knitted by them or p~rchased ~from 

t,h e markets are a.l so Used. In ear 1 y days G a 1 o g i r 1 s used a 

piece of cloth or a to~el as their bodices (chekpo). For the 
I 

Adi women there is no .particular head-dress. While dancing 

and working in t~e field a skirt or a towel folded so as to 

form a cone or flat pad<;Jing 'at the top is worn on head and 

remaining falling on t~e back. Quring marriage ceremony, a 

metal cap (talu dumbo) is worn by a Gala bride. Now the Adi 

women,·and girls use tovtels and shawls also as their upper 

garments. 

The lower garments bf the Adi ~irls are skirts partjcu-

larly known as gales. Gales are with free ends either pin-

kish red with a number of yellow horizontal lines or yellow 

with black horizontal lines running across the middle. There 

are vertical ornamentation in zigzag and triangular patterns 

also~in the centre by bands embroidered across the breadth 

of the cloth at right angles to the horizontal woven pattern 

in yelllow, green and red wood~ 7 The Gala girls have a diff-

erent design of traditional skirt which is known as jese~ore~-

Usually, the cloth is white with black geometrical designs on the 

middle of it. These g~l~ are woven into two pieces and sewn 

together. The Ramo and Pailibo women wse japong or wrapping 

57 Roy, op.cit., p.79. 
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cloth woven formerly of woollen and now.of cotton. Some Adi 

women use a lungi ~ype lower garment of black coloured made•, 

of cotton. 

Now-a-days the Adi g}rls and women wear petticoats and 

different designs of skirts also. How~ver, in comparision 

to that of the Adi man,the dresses of the Adi women have not 

been changed much. The Adi women prefer the traditional way 

of dressing. The yarn for weaving their clothes,many Adis 

use the cotton grown in their fields, but coloured yaro is 

purchased also from markets. 

In earlier days bows and arrows with swords or daos with 

cases were very jmportant articles used with their dresses. 

A dao is carried still by an ~di man. With the dao the rara 

or larang is also usefuiliiarticle among the Adis of the upper 

region (such as, the Ramos, the Pailibos, Bokars, and Boris). 

But the Tali or Chepa and rache are more useful among the 

lower Adis. Rara is a sort of basket (rather a haversack) with 

a cover of black tase leaves on the back side. Rache is woven 

in the same pattern of rara but smaller in size with a leafy 

cover. The outer side of the tali or chepa is covered with 

the bark of a kind of tree (such as tamak tree) to make it 

water proof. These all haversacks are provided with stnaps 

on both sides and is slung on the back by the Adi males pass-

ing the straps over the shoulder. An Adi male usually carri 

es a knife with a case ~·slang down on his chest. A small 

leather bag is ti~d by, an Adi man on his waist to carry small 
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articles in it. A small bag (mechi) made of animal hide with 

_an iron frame on on~ side is used for carrying flint (which is 

cafie·d liK-e- hy'othe Adis) •c 'iLh,en the flint _is struck against . '· 
'' 

the .·iron frame of the bag, the fire is ignited. In additibn 

to the flint the bag carried inflamable materials such as 

chamik. 

The articles of utility worn by the Adi women are not 

many. They use to go out carrying an egin or ginchi or ebar 

on their back. Ocassionally a sokiap or chuchak is also used 

by an Adi woman. When they go tn fields, particularly during 

t h c r a i n y d a y s , \·I om e n c a r r y a me p e "' i t h f i r e i n i t t o s c a r e 

away dimdum flies, mosquitos and other insects. The dao is 

not carried in a case but it is carried in her ebar or egin. 

Personal Decoration 

The different sectioos of the tribe have varieties of 

decorations used in their persons. The northern Adis use to 
' 

keep their hair long both by men and women. The Bokar, BoDis, 

Ramos, Pailibos, Ashings and the Tangams cut their front hair 

and allow the remaining to grow long. The Gala males cut 

their hair above the forehead in a line which goes above the 

~temples behi~d the ears and converge at the back of the head. 

Beard and mousta~he are rare and generally shaven clean. Their 

women keep long hair, 'parting it in the middle and usually 
' 

they roll their hair on the back of the head. Earlier Karka 

Gala women cut their hair on the froht head from ear to ear 

along the upper edge of th~ forehead and let the rest drop 
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down behind the back. 

-- &oth men ana women of the Padams, Pasis, Minyongs, Pan-

qgis, Shimongs, Milangs and Karkos cut their hair short. In 

the fifties of the last century, Father Krick observed, "Nei-

t h eir w om e n n o r me n a r e f o n d o f 1 o n g h a i r ; t h e y d a no t ~ 11 ow 

58 it to grow beyond two or three inches in. length". 

Tatoong is another personal decoration of the tribe 0 The 

Galas, however, do not tatoo their bodies. In 1853 Father 

Krick noticed such tatoo marks among the Adis (Padams) of the 

Mebo village. He writes -

At a closer examination, most extra-ordinary tatoo 
marks : it was a cross neatly designed and painted 
in blue on their faces. Most of them wore it on the 
forehead, others on the nose; some of these crosses 
had a double horizontal beam, the vertical line runn
ing from the forehead down to the tip of the nose; 
others had only single cross-beam running either 
cross the nose or above the eyes?9 

P±ercing the ear-lobes (rukonam) for wearing earrings 

is practiced by both the Adi man and women. But piercing the 

alae or the septum of the nose(pumkonam) for putting orname~ 

nts is not known:to them. 

Ornaments 

I n , h i s a c c a u n t , R . \•1 o 1 c o x me n t i o n a t h a t , " T he y we a r 1 a r g e 

necklaces of blue beads·, which they esteem very highly, and 

' 60 they profess. that they are not procurable now". Butler, 

Krick·, Dalton 1 Beresford and others also have mentioned the 

5 8K . k . t r1c , op.c1 .,.adopted, by Elwin, India's North-East Frontier, p.244. 
59Ibid·.-,- p.228. · 
60--_-

Ibld., p.235. 
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ornaments of the tribe in their accounts. But their knowledge 

was confined to Adis of the foot-hill region of the Padam-· 

Minyong area only. G.D.S. Dunbar who visited some of the Adi 
• 

areas during and after the Abor War writes -

Abor ornamentation consists of the blue and 
green porceliin beads that come from·the Notth 
and strings of beads from.·Marwari shopgkeepers 
are common near the plains. These beads, if 
they are old, are regarded as heirlooms of 
considerable value. Brass bracelets of local 
manufacture are universally worn~ 1 

He also nbeerves Adi girls wearing metal discs called beyop 

until the birth of their first child. 

Although some variations are noticeable in the personal 

decorations~and ornaments of the tribe from area to· 1arP-a; 

their ear-rings, necklaces, cane-belt, leather-belt,· metal 

discs (beyop) bracelets, anklets etc. are all common. 

The man's ear-rings are simple. $orne put on ear-ring 

made· of iron or brass. ,Both the men and women of the Shimongs, 

Panggis, Karkos, Padams, Pasis and Minyongs wear one piece 

coloured stone ear-ring which pass through bamboo tube plugs 

stuck in· slits in the lobe o,f the ears. Some Adi women put 

on raji, a kind of long ·spir,als of lead-wire about two inches 

thick,· sufficiently heavy to tear the ears, and stretch them 

out of shape, so t~at it dangles on the shoulder~ 2 Rajis are 

now out of use except by some old women in the interior ,. 

61 

62 
Roy, op.cit., p.84. 

Ibid., p.83 
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villages. The women of the Galas, Padams, Pasis and Min~ ' 

yongs wear another ear-rings which is known as kentu. It· 

is an ear orn~ment decorated With silver plugs with a front 

shaped to resemble a flower and a screwing device to hold 

it in position at the back. With the influences of outsiders, 

now Adi ~omen and girls are wearing ear-rings and· plugs of 

various designs, mader.of gold, silver or other metals. 

Both the Adi men and women wear most of their ornaments 

on their necks hanging down over their chests. Thus, the 

bead necklaces (tadok) of different types are worn by them 

on their necks . Neck 1 aces 1 ike dog n e , hi j i , tag u m or g u mmnnS1, 

g~-~ etc. which are old and valuable with different colours 

1 i k e y e 1 J. ow , b lu c .• CJ r c c n c t c . a r e w o r n b y • t hem . T h e b u n c h o f 

strings of dogne beads.is called liker and tagum beads is 

called lichum by the O~los. These are exchanged with mithuns 

and cows. Sometimes these are given b~ fathers as important 

items o( dowry with their da~ghters. M~n wear them on some 

special occasions such ~s festivals and kebangs. But women 

wear them as their ornaments as well as for safety from loss 

and accidental' fire. 

Besides, the Adi women and girls wear a mass of beads 

of various sizes and colours. These beads are mampu, marli, 

marpu,· marka etc. which are worn by the Adi females as their 

ornaments for beautification. The girls near the plains of 

Assam wear a few more neck ornaments-such as, glapata or gal

patang, tompila, madoli, pason, nok etc. Galpatang is a neck-=• 

lace of two lines of beads between which is set a row of four 

'· 
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onnapieces. Tompila is a longer, double or single stDained 

bead necklace with rupee coins attached at the lower end by 

means of silver loops fixed to them. Madoli is a short-neck-

lace of beads with a-drum-shaped amulet as pendant. Pason 

is a silver chain and nok is a flat square Tibetan Charm-

box with a pair of tiger's claws fixed at the .bottom, han-

ging from a double-strainged necklace, and with a number of 

silver chains hanging as tassels~ 3 

Men of the Padam-Miyong Adis wear a double-string IJead 

chain which gois ro~rd the neck three or four times, for-

ming a sort of neck-band with two white bone discs looking 

like clasps in front under the chain. It then hangs in· a 

wider ·loop on the chest w~th a pendant. The pendant is com-

~osed of three horizontal bars of bones with seven vertical 
' I 

cylinder resting on white beads between the upper two bars, 

and seven rdws of three beads, black,blue and white in a 

"ertical order, betweer the second and third bars. The 

whole· set ends in a number of tassels of red woo1~ 4 Gala 

men and women wear such smaller pendants which are known 

by them as limur for religious purposes. 

Both the men and women of all sections of the Adis 

wear various types of bracelets made of brass. These are 

of different shapes and sizes with different names such as, 

Kopu-lagbu, kopem, ~' koji etc. Koji is the bnacelet of 

63 Ibid., p.87. 
64----

Ibid., p.88. 
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meles and others are of females. 

Men of the tribe If/ear a 1type of leather belt or waist-

band (telu) studded with white bones or stones o~er their 

dresses. They also wear a waist-band of dyed cane strings 

known as pake from which the loin cloths are ha~ged down. 

Many Adi women wear such waist band (oak) made:·of fine stri-

ngs of,numbering about 30 cane rings over the skirts. Bulu 

is another belt worn by the Adi ladies. It is a leather belt 

studded with brass plates of about one inch and a half dia-

meter. The Adi girls wear on their waists a girdle known as 

beyop or onyop, locally made brass or iron disces varying in 

number and size, hanging from a thread. The largest disc is 

worn in the centre in front, with smaller ones hanging on 

. t h . d 6 5 11 11 1. t t 1' 11 t h . f . t h . 1 d e1 er s1 e. nomen genera y use e1r 1rs c 1 

is born. Most of the Adi women wear anklets known as lemen 

made of brass. 

These are the traditional ornaments before the advent 

of the modernisation. Now they have abandoned many of these 

ornaments and pr:ferred simple and moder~ ones. Thus the old 

ear-rings and bracelets, anklets, are now not worn by the 

girls and boys of t:he,' young: generation. But still the Adis 

of the old generation, specially of the interior areas are 

wearing these ornaments. Naw many of the Adi young girls are 

wearing modern ear-rings a~d bracelets of gold, silver, 

iron :etc. 

65 . ·Ib1d., p.92 
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Food and Drink 

Tn-day rice is the staple food for the majority of the 

Adis. However, in the northern region, the rice is not produ-

ced sufficiently; so the Bokars, Ramos, Ashings and others eat 

more food of maize, job's tears and millet~ 6 At the time of 

scarcity of rice, other Adis also eat these items. They pre-

pare their carry from brinjal, pumpkin, gourd, arum, mastard 

leaves(giyi or petu), bean (peren), soyabean (pe-ak)~~ bamboo 

shoot and varities of green leaves - olap, onyor, oyin, ~ 

etc. Meat and fish are taken with rice but these are not every-

day item of food. Though hunting and fishing fill the gap to 

some extent, many Adis had to depend on roots, leaves in the 

jungle if there were poor crops, failure of crops due to nat-

1 1 't' .. f 'ld . 1 67 ura ca am1 1es or ravag1ng o w1 an1ma s. 

Adis know the edible roots and leaves which are plenty 

in their jungles. During such scarcity or famine they search 

out these edible roots and tubers. In such situation they,·eat 

tache (a plant whose trunk can be dried and crushed into 

68 
paste). In addition, they take many other items also which 

ere either taken with the main meal or separately. These items 

are uptir (pickle made of dried bamboo shoot), ngotir(dried 

fish powder), petir (fried maize powder), amtir (fried rice 

powder), namdu (sesamum), mirek (millet bread), itti (rice 

66 
Dhasmana, op.cit., p~81 

67
Ibid. ,p.BO. 

68
Ibid. · 
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bread) etc. 

There is plenty of different fruits in their area, of 

both planted and wild trees. The favourite fruits of many Adis 

are jacckfruits-, banana, orange, etc. From jungle they gather 

fruits like anke or empe, takuk (fig variety of fruit), tali, 

belak, taktir, buri, enchi or tan; liba etc. 

Their preparation of rice is a simple affair. It is boi-

led with water in a pot for sometimes and before it is fully 

b o i 1 e d , is taken · o·u t from the f i r e . Then the mouth of the pot 

is closed with a leaf a~d then put it nearby the fire again. 

Keeping there i t is m o v'e d s 1 o ~od y and thus the remaining w a t e r 

vaporises and the rice is fully boiled and dried. 

Their vegetables are also boiled with chilli~salt and 

sometime with meat or fish. Meat and fish are also boiled with 

iku and iyup (prepa,ration made of bamboo shoot). Thus in the 

traditional society the A¢is rarely practise any process of 

cooking other than boiling. Frying was then not known to 

69 them. With exception to the Ramos and Bokars, other Adis do 

not know how to .. milk their cov1s. So also they do not drink milk 

and do not eat milk procucts such as curd and ghee. 

When the cooking is ready, meal is sarved hot round the 

fire place. In some area three or four members of the family 

70 eat from the sa~e plate. Curry is served either on the plate 

of rice or it is served in a separate plate. Usually, they 

69 Ibid., p.84 .. 
70 

Roy, op.cit., pp.134-135. 
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take meals thrice dai.ly. The first meal or breakfast is taken 

before leaving home for fields or daily work. The second or 

the mid-day meal is taken in the fi~ld or in place of work 

at noon. The third is taken at night before going to bed. 

There is no variation in the menu at different meals? 1 But 

in some places lunch is light in 111hich arum(~)·, yam(ingin) 

banana, maize etc. are taken. 

The common indigenous drink of the tribe is apong or 

opo( rice beer). Apong - prepared from rice, millet and job's 

tears (anyek or· tanyek) is essential item of their everyday 

consumption. It ia taken at all social, economic, political 

and religious occasions~ An Adi drinks apong from his/her 

childhood to the old age. It is taken along with food as well, 

and more often i t' is substitute for water . There are two t y-

pes of apong - nyogrin a~ong and poka or poro apong. The pre-
I 

paration of the first is simpler than the .second. Thus for 

the first-~ qu~ntity~of rice is boiled and~when it becomes 

cold' a small quantity of yeast (siye or opop) is mixed up 

with the rice and it is ,kept in a container closing properly 

for fermentation. When it· is fermented, water is mixed with 

the ingredient and it is then filtered or squa~~ed. Thus, 

it is served as nyogrik apong. The preparation of the second 

method is more complicated. For this, first a quantity of 

husk is burnt to ashes and then the burnt husk is mixed pro-

perly with the boiled rice. In that mixture the siye or 

opop (yeast) is mixed very carefully so that nothing is left 

71. Ibid. 



unmixing. It becomes the ingredient of the apong and it is 

also kept in one or two containers for fermentation closing 

them tightly. When it is fermented the necessary quantity 

of the ingredient (pone) is taken out and it is brewed or 

filtered with a funnel shaped basket (po~ur or borju) which 

is inwardly lined with leaves. A receiver (normally a gourd 

vessel called pumpa) is placed at the lower mouth of the bas-

ket (borju). 72 Thus the poka (black apong) is prepared. 

Tea is another drink of the Adis. Adi villagers do not 

take it with milk or sugar. It is just boiled and sipped. 

They also take tobacco and opium. Tobacco is locally grown 

in many places and also purchased from markets. It is both 

chewed and smoked in pipes (Silum). Opium, in olden days par-

ticularly during the British period, was taken by many Adis 

but, the culti.vation and sale having be~n restricted, the 

number of addict~ has considerably.decreased ·now. It is smo-

ked through bamboo pi~es (nidu) as well taken diluting in 

water? 3 The Adis now smoke bidi and ~igarrettes also. They 

also chew betel 'leaf and betel nut. 

72 
This information is collected from the writer's wife. 

73 
Roy, op.cit., p .. 136. 
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Life Cycle and Some Social Institutions 

During pregnancy, the woman and her hunband both observe 

a number of taboos and rules. Thus, they should not eat cer-

tain type of fruits,and should not kill and eat meat of snakes, 

frogs, monkey, ngorik (a kind of fish) etc. to avo1d the birth 

of a child having their appearance and c.haracter. Tlole father does 

74 not lend his amoking pipe, knife and dao to others. He does 

not tie any knot and fix posts tightly. 

During pregnancy the Adi mother does her regular works 

at home and in the field as long as she can. If a women falls 

sick before the birth of a child, she has to discontinue her 

hard works and some rituals are observed to please the cancer-

ned spirits. On a' comp-1-aint of illness by the expectant mother, 

the priest is called and divination of egg or chicken is done. 

The priest offers the sacrifices to propitiate the evil spirits 

(such as nyipo-yapom)and to ,expiate the benevolent spirits 

(such as agam) for the good health of the mother and the child. 

When the time of the delivery comes and pains start, women 

of the family help, the l'lomen and if any complication arises, 

any woman known for her ~kill at child-bed is called for 

assistance.In case no woman is available nearby she is helped 

by the husband. No. segregation of the expectant mother is 

allowed 75 a~d she delivers the baby inside the house in a 

74 Bhattacharjee, The Tangams, p.61. 
75 Srivastava, op.cit., p.68. 
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corner where women of the family generally stay and work. 

Just after the delivery, particularly when the baby cries, 

the aged men and women present in the spot pronounce words 

like 'ngokke!' 'ngokke! 1 meaning - 1 mine! 1 1 mine! 1
• The Adis 

believe that evil spirits always are on the look out at the 

place of the delivery and try to get the child for themselv-

76 es. So, the aged peeople present on the place demand that 

they, the men are the guardians of the baby and no evil should 

cast evil eyes on the same. 

The placenta is removed, the umbilical cord is cut with 

a knife or a split sharpened bamboo and the baby is washed 

with warm \'later. Those •11ell-wishers and helpers at tr- '?one 

or of delivery, are entertained with apong .and smoke~ /~at 

fish. The deliveries of the first two or three children of 

the Padam Minyong Adis take place at the father-in-law's 

house. But the Galas prefer the delivery to take place at 

the husband's ho~se. 

Normally, the name of the baby is given by an aged mem-, 

ber of the family just after the birth. Afterwards if the 

baby ciies too much and the growth of the baby is found ab-

normal, the name given'ear~ier is considered not suitable. 

So, ~.priest is called and some names are suggested and then 

the divinatio'n of, eggs is performed. If one of the names is 

found favourable, the baby's name is given finally. Commonly 

76 Bhattacharjee, op.cit~ p.61. 
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on the names of the male persons, 'Ta' is prefixed, such as 

'Tadar' and on those of females 'Ya' is prefixed, such as, 

'Yapi'. 

Generally, to distinguish the persons of the same name 

in the society the last syllable of the father's name is 

prefixed to the last syllable of the son's or daughter's name. 

Thus, if the father's name is 'Tanya' and his child's name 

is'Tape' or'Yape' the latter's name will be 'Nyape' (~ya' 

from the father's name ond 'pe' from the child's name combine 

together to become'Nyape', i.e., Nya+pe=Nyape). There are 

number of names amon~ the Adis. Some of them are based.on 

physical appearance, the relative position of the new born in 

the family and the attitude of the parents towards the child. 

Thus, Taba, Tado, Tala, Talom, Tali, T~mo, Tamar, Takar, Tabi, 

Tadak, Taka, Yabi, Yage, Yajum etc. are the common names of 

the first born children. The middle born children's common 

names are Tatem or Otem, Taborn (for males), Yabom (for females) 

etc. The names of the last born children are Oi, Tai, Yai, 

Yater, Otel, Tanya, Yanya, etc .. 

The Adi soc.ie.ty is patrilineal and so its generation has 

to continue through the:male line. Accordingly, the members 

' of an Ad i fa m i 1 y desire· to have a m a 1 e chi 1 d in the first issue. 

77 The Adi children are addressed according to their age group. 

Those children upto the age of three years are called unga. 

7 7 . 
D h a s m a n a , o p . ·c i t . ·' p • 1 4 6 • 
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When the child becomes five or six months', old, the feeding 

of rice and other soft e~ibles are started. Children between 

the age of four and ten years are calJed ome by the Galas 

and ko _by the Padam-Minyongs. Generally, the young boys and 

girls have different names and activities, when they attain 

the age of ten. Boys between ten and fourteen are-called~ 

and girls of that age group are known as jirpa. Commonly boys 

from ten upto the age of twenty five years are called yame 

or yameng and girls are called nyijir or mimum. From the ome 

stage onwards they start doing some odd jobs of the family 

and get their informal traditional education. Thus, they watch 

birds in the fields, fetch water from water-points, collect 

fuels and leafy vegetables from jungles, carry their baby 

brothers and sisters on their backs, feed pigs and fowls etc. 

78 During childhood stage they play a number of games such 

as wedding of toys made of sticks and leaves, mock winnowing 

and cooking_mostly, by girls of four to ten years of age, da-

ming and diversion of rivulets, sliding down from the slops, 

arrow shooting by boys on a rolling down disc made of a wood 

or of a stem of a banana tree, hide and seek common to boys 

and girls; one legged race, mock fighting, mock capturing of 

enemies, of mithuns and playing with balls made of leaves 

and canes. 

At the end of the',ome stage, the Padam-Minyong unmarried 

78 Roy, op.cit., pp.157-158. 
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yongman and girls enter the 'life of dormitory. The dormitory 

of the youngmen is cal.led moshup or dere where the village 

kebang is held. The dormitory of the girls is called rasheng 

or riseng. In the ~oshup boys sleep at night and get their 

trainings in all activit1es for their ind~vidual and commu-

nit y 1 i f e . So a 1 so the g yr 1 s in the rash eng . 8 u t ·the G a 1 o 

yoongmen and girls do not have the d?rmitory and they conti

nue. to be trained by their parents and in community functi-

ons such as ~ebangs, festivals at dere, singing and dancing, 

hunting, fishing and community fencing etc. 

When they attain adulthood they start feeling a sense 

of responsibility towards the members of their family, clan 

and village. If they are not already married, they get marr-

ied by this stage. After marriage they are considered res-

ponsible members of the village or society and settle down 

engaging themselves in the affairs of the family and commu-

nity. 

When they grow old, they stay in their houses amidst 

their children and do not go to the fields or take part in 

79 arduous duties at home. The Adis consider the old age as 

a natural phenomenon and old people are not considered bur-

den on the family who cb some sort of useful works such as 

making of baskets, mats, fishing traps, bows and arrows and 

79 Ibid., p.215. 
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taking' care of. the small children. The ·experiences of the 

old 'persons always gutde the young in all spheres of life, 
I 

their words are honoured.and respected. Their children take 

care of them, beca~se thci Adii know that their parents 

brought them up when they were young 'and i t is the i r duty 

to look after their parents in old age, in their ~eeds. The 

village community also remember the village old men ( mijing) 

annually and thus during the ampi kiruk (annual hunting), 

80 the largest shares of the games are offered to them. When 

the death comes to an old person, the Adi family and the 

village stop all other works to bid farewel and pay the last 

81 homage -to the departed soul. 

The Hoshup : 

Among the social institutions of the Adis the moshup 

(boys' dormitory) and rasheng (girls' dormitory) of the Padam-

Minyong area important. 

The moshup, a Padam term which got considerable publi-

city, is called ~ere by the Minyongs and Galas, ngaptek by 

the Milangs, and bange by the Boris, Ashings and Tangams. 

B.S. Guha sums up the purpose of the moshup, thus, 

80 
Ibid., pp.215-216. 

81 Ibid., p.217. 



There are two undying principles on which the 
institution (moshub) is built, namely the 
creating of habit of discipline among the 
children at their formative stage of life and 
in developing of a spirit of co-operation and 
collaboration so that the tribe can act as 
a unit, and fissiparous tendencies within the 
body politics of 8 ~he trihe may have very little 
ro·om for growth . 
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. The early visitors to the Adis gave some accounts of 

the moshup. Thus Wilcox, M'Cosh, Father kn~c~, Delton, Nee-

dham, G.D.S. Dunbar, gave .their accounts of the Adi dormi-

tory. 

One of the mythological accounts says that Pedong Nane 

who was the daughter of Litung-Limang married to Yidum Bote, 

a son of Sedi-Melo. In a great kebang, the land and wealth 

of the world were distributed among the children of Sedi-

Melo. Doni and Robo, the two children got the largest and 

best shares. But gradually rivalry and jealousy grew between 

them which at last broke into an open hostility. Robo was 

stronger than Doni and had the support of the wicked and 

evil spirits. Doni's parents grew anxious at this and in 

order ·· to save him, built a house where he could live under 

the rrotection of good spirits and could learn the art of 

war and self-defence. When the house was complete, the spi-

rits of Nui, the hunter and all the good gods were called 

83 to live there. They were fed with good food and apong. Gin-

ger was kept in the house to drive away the evil spirits. 

"87 8 . S . G u h a , " T he A b o r 1·1 o s h u p a s t r a i n i n g c e n t r e f o r t he y o u t h '' , 
Vanyajati, Vol.1,No 4, 1953, p.83, quoted by Roy, ibid,p.194. 

83 B.S.Guha, op.cit., pp.51-55. 
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Poisoned arrows with bows were gathered there and a large quan-

tity of food was stored to feed the hungry good spirits. This is 

how the first moshup ~as bu~lt and the same custom and procedure 

of the construction and the· maintenance of the moshup are observed 

even to-day. 

According to another story, long ago there lived a people 

called Engo-Takar. Amidst them there lived a brother and a sister 

called Kard~k and Karpung respectively. Both of them were very 

beautiful; but in course of time they established incestuous sexual 

rekatuinship. This is against the social customs and was a serious 

thing, so they were expelled f~om society. Thiy also considered 

themselves· to be sinners and roamed to fi~d out a shelter, but 

could not find any. At last the two poor souls came to the notice 

of Doying Bote and Kine Nane. Doying Bote ordered the people of 

Doying Ang to construct a moshup. The moshup was constructed and 

by the order of Doying Bote, Karduk and Karpung were accommodated 

there. Thus, for the first time, a building called dere appeared 

on the earth. 84 

The moshup is built in a prominent part of the village either 

in the centre or some suitable site. In the olden days, it was 

constructed at a place from which the differe.nt approaches to the 

village could be watched. 

The moshup is built on the same pattern as the dwelling houses 

on p .i 1 e s or raised p 1 a t forms v a r yin g from 3 f t . to 1 5 f t . in height 

84 
Ering, "On Dere Rasheng system of the Adis", NEFA Information, 
July, 1969, p.14. 
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according to the lay of the qround. It has a number of front and 

back entrances and a number of notched ladders. The size of the 

mosh~p varies from 50 ft. x 20 ft. as found in Bodak moshup by 

85 B.S.Guha and BOyd. x 10yd. or 240ft. x 30ft. as that of Mebo 

moshup-measured by Needham in 1884. 86 

Unlike the dwelling houses, the moshup is a single rectangular 

hall divided into a number of meroms (fire places) over which is 

placed a square wooden frame (kumbang) where the skulls of the ani-

mals killed by the members are hung. Below this there is a platform 

called perek, made of split bamboo on which articles belonging to 

the inmates of the merom are kept. Some moshups have walls but 

others have railings only. \here is a sacred place inside the mas-

hup, it is a small cabin of about average 5 ft. x 3 ft. in area, 
' ~ 

varying according to the size of the moshup and is known as bango. 

This is gener~lly located at the ~ack side of the dere. 87 

Bamboo, cane, wood, woGden p)anks, tree leaves etc. are used, 

to build the moshup. Some particular trees are prefered, such as, 

' 
tatkong, .tagmo, tapit etc. These trees are believed to have sprung 

88 . 
from the bones of Kari, the great hunter and •are either favourite 

' of the good spirits or repugnat to the evil ones. As tagmo causes 

swelling it· scares away evil spirits and hence it is used in the 

85 Guha, op.cit., p.21. 
86 Needham, "Report,1884," quoted in Elwin's India's North-East 

Frontier, p.273. 

87 
T a 1om Gao , "0 ere and R i seng of the Ad is" , N E FA Information , 
October,1969, p.10. 

88 Ibid. 

.I 
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dere When the construction is complete the spirit of Nui, 

the another great hunter and other good gods are invited to 

it and food, apong and ginger are kept in the moshup for them. 

Originally the moshup was organised on clan basis, each 

clan having one. In the early days. there were s1ngle-c1an 

villages. In such villages there was only one ~oshup in each 

village. However, with the increase of the population and 

also the inclusion of people of the other clans to the villa-

ges, there started multi-clan villages such as the Damro vill-

89 age which had ten clans,each having one moshup each. Such 

clan-moshup is kinwn at ritek? 0 But in some Adis villages where 

several clans live there is one common moshup for each village. 

The moshup was used as the sleeping ho~se by all young-

men of the village in the Padam-Minyong area from the age of 

ten till one was married. These inmates of the moshup are com-

mmonly known as m6shup-ko or dere-ko. The younger members are 

' 
specifically called moshup-ko, but the elderly ones are called 

91 moshup-yamengs also. ~heir young members carry out the orders 

of the elders. After dinner at home they go to the moshup carry-
· ... 

ing firewood before the ·arrival of the elders. The duty of the 

elder inmates is to train the younger members in discipline, 

hunting, ponung, the art of love-making, narration of mytholo-, 

gical stories and so on. Besides, at the time of such accasions 

89 Guha, op.cit., p.22. 
90 c ·t 11 ~ao, op.c1 . , p. . 
91 

Ibid. 
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like Unying or Aran. So~ung, Etnr etc., the senior members 

performed ponung dance or abang recitation. Besides, during 

the time bf feuds and warfares, they had to guard the village 

a t night . At the time o f ·the s e s s ion of the k e bang the m o shu p-

ko and Yameng provide all facilities for the kebang and after 

meeting, they a~oun~e its decisions to the villagers. 

Thus, the responsibilities of the vill·age lie on the mem-

. 92 
bers of the moshup-yameng~ and kos. Where there are several 

meroms (fire places) each one is in charge of a senior and he 

is responsible for the maintenance of the discipline of his 

merom and he is also empowered to punish any defaulter. 

The dormitory may have its advisory board consisting of 

o 1 d and we 11- ex peri en c e d persons . The me m b.e r s of such board 

are given jobs which require no physical labour. They advise 

the young members of the moshup and their experiences in war, 

hunting and community life are 93 always welcomed. Usually old 

and infirm male members of the village also come to the moshup 

at day time and spend their time in gossipping and making bas-

kets, bows and arrows, traps for fish and animals etc. In 

moshup visitors and guests are also entertained. 

As we have mentioned earlier, the moshups •are also used 

for holding kebangs. It is the venue for the community feasts 

and festivals. During the festicals like .Solung, Aranl Etor 

92 Ibid. 
93 Ibid. 
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etc. girls are also allowed to dance inside the moshup, Hun-

ting expeditions (kiruks) are organised by _each merom of the 

moshup under the guidance of a senior and experienced leader. 

Rasheng or Riseng 

The girls' dormit~ry is called rasheng or riseng in Adi, 

' 
literally meaning a meeting place or ~est-house. Among the 

earlier yisitors; Capt. W.B.Hore, who came as the Field Inte-

lligence Officer during the Abor Expedition (1911-12), was the 

first to find the existence of the rasheng for unmarried women 

in the·Adi vil~agesof the upper region. 94 Later on B.S.Guha 

has 1eft an account of, the rasheng. According to the abang 

(mythological song) of the Padam-Minyong Aais, the construe-

tion of rasheng was started for the gaiety, amusement and the 

art and regulation of love-making. In·case of women, their 

parents teach them duties concerning household. affairs, jhum 

c u 1 t i v a t i on , we a v i n g , cook in g and t a k in g c a r e o f c h i 1 d r en . But 

amusement, such as dancing, music and the art of love-making 

can not be taught by the parents. So, the god, Yidum Bote felt, 

after the completion of the moshup for men, that a similar ins-

titution was necessary for women. As, however, love-making can 

not be carried on under the observation of the spirits (uyus), 

their presence •t~as not invoked in the rasheng. Thus, the rasheng 

is of a purely secular character and has no ·religious signifi-

cance. The small village has one rasheng, but a big village 

with a number of clans has several rashengs. 

94 
flare, referred by Guha, op.cit., p.1B. 

,<"' 

'I 
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The rasheng being confined to a clan, is a small simple 

structure of about 40 ft. x 20 ft. without any porch. It has 

a fire place in the centre and is constructed by experenced 

old men who are entertained with rice and apong at the time 

of its construction. The rasheng members help them in collec-

ting raw materials for the building. The walls are well pro-

tected with wooden planks or splitted bamboo and so is the 

entrance which is secure and strong enough to prevent any for-

cible entry. The rasheng is generally situated in a secluded 

corner of the village and its wher~about~ is not publicized 

but is known to the villagers. 95 

According to. mythology, the main functions of the rasheng 

are the art of love-ma~ing and the organization of ponunq or 

music and dance. Just as karduk taugh~ Doni the lutor delong 

(dance and song ~erformed during the Solung festival),so also . ' 

Karpung showed the girls ho~ to do the moman-ponung which is done 

96 by men and women together in rasheng. 

Girls who have reached puberty can sleep in their respec-

tive clan rashengs. During the day time the rasheng is not 

occupied by anybody. Its inmates come after their night meals 

and carry on their' spinning and weaving (if there is no mo.-:. 

~an-Ponung) until they retire to bed. They return to their 

houses early in the morning. Each rasheng is under the super-

vision of a senior and experienced girl. 

9; . 
lbld .• p.35. 

96 
1 bid. 
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It is a training institution for the girls in discipline, 

comradeship, responsibility and leadership. Here they are friendly 

and free and learn to obey the seniors. Fetching water and fire-

wood, lighting the fire and clearing the rasheng have always been 

97 the duties of the youngsters. · A girl starts he~ romantic life 

in the rasheng where she starts her countship which lead her to 

choose her life-partner. Young boys from the moshups of different 

clans come and join the girls in the rasheng in the night. A girl, 

at first is free to make friendship with any boy of her choice. 

Older experienced girls (rasheng-mimum) te~ch the youngsters the 
4 

different types of dances, traditional songs and mythological sto-

ries. They also organise ponung party under the· leadership of ponung 

rutum. The young members get some training in spinning and weaving 

from the mothers and sisters, but more from their senior rasheng 

friends. The younger group generally sleep in the other corner of 

98 the rasheng away from the elders. 

There are two groups of rasheng girls, namely those who have 

recognised lovers with wh~m they sleep in the·rasheng and indulge 

into regular love-affairs~and those who do not have recognised boy 

90 
friends bu~ consort' with any of the moshup boys as they please. ' 

Investigators observe that :in such a free life of the rasheng it 

is not possible to prevent sexual relations between the members 

of the same clan ~hough this is against the exogamous rules of the 

tribe. ~OO In reality, 'however such incestuous relation is not 

97 Ibid., p.12. 
98 Ibid. 
99

Guha, op.cit., p.36. 
100

Ibid., p.37. 
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socially approved and if any child is born out of such union, it 

is considered a serious offence which is liable to a heavy fine 

d th 1 b . t d 101 an e overs may even e eccommunlca e . To prevent such 

incestuous relations, rashengs are constructed on the clanwise 

basis. According to the social rule, boys and girls of the same 

clan should not become the rasheng partners. 

Such affairs of the boys and girls of the marriageable 

clans in the rasheng, generally lead to their marriage in the tra-

ditional Adi society. The moshup and rasheng partners may be chan-

ged if they do not come upto their expectations. If both the part-

ners are satisfied with each other, they then think of establishing 

their relationship on a permanent footing. After a formal nego-

tiation between parents and elders of both sides, the actual marriage 

follows 102 

The moshup and rasheng of the Pad~m-Minyong group of the 

Adis are thus the central institutions where boys and girls recei

ved practical trainings in traditional mode of life. 103 The dar-

mitories may therefore embrance all major facets of the Adi tra-

ditional life-economic, social, political and religious. It was 

an institution of knowledge, wisdom and justice where the mytho-

logical first man (Tani) learned the arts, culture, songs and 

dances from Karduk. ·Thus, this is the centre of the Adi tradition 

and culture. 

101
Ibid. 

102 ' Roy, op.cit., p.199. 
103 Ibid., p.198. 
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As mentioned already the people of the Gala group, though 

they have dere as the venue for their kebangs and other community 

functions, do not use it as the dormitory. The absence of dormi-

tory among them also attracts the attention of the investigators. 

For several rea~on the Galas do not feel the necessity of dormi-

tories in their vill~ges. 

First , the most of t'.h e G a 1 o vi 11 ages are est a b 1 ish e d on the 

single clan basis. 9o, they are conscious of the horror of the 

incest 
' 10(, 

8nd sexual relations,bctween the members of the aamc clnn, 

As the boys and girls of the village are of the same clan, the 

presence o'f any girls' dormitory (rasheng) may lead to the i.nfdnge-

' ment of the la_w of incest and clan_ exogamy. 

Secondly, the security claims of the village in the days of 

inter-village feuds, did not permit boys of the neighbouring vill-

age, belonging to other clans, to visit the village and to have 

love affairs in the dormitory. 107 

Thirdly, due to the prevelance of the child-marriage system 

among the Galas in the traditional society, they do not feel the 

necessity of any dormitory. Because, in such society almost all 

the boys and girls are already married or engaged before their 

puberty. In this custom, the Galas follow the principle- 'catch 

them young', because they think that children should be given the 

marriage licence before they indulge in the acts of immorality 

and corruption. Thus, when they attain the marriageable age, boys 

1065 . t 't r1vas ava, op.c1 ., pp.73-74. 
107

I.bid., p.71. 
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find that their wives are already in their houses or in the would-

be parents-in-law'. Girls also face the similar situation that 

they are already in the hquses of the husbands or they are engaged. 

So, both boys and girls of the Gala group of the Adis could not 

get oppotunity of making love with others in the dormitories. A 

boy falling in love with any ma~ried girl is a fault.and he has 

to pay a fine. 108 

Fourthly, a•boy ~-~ho wants to indulge in pre-marital affairs, 

is permitted hy the Gnlo ~o~icty to hove rigo-nynmc-henam (inti-

' macy with one's sisters-in-law). A woman may also have such per-

mission to have such affairs with her husband's brothers (sitem); 09 

Fifthly, the Gala parents feel that their children should 

be trained by themselves and they should remain under their full 

guidance from the childhood to adulthood. So, they do not prefer 

their children's sleeping outside away from them at night. Although, 

they are allowed to engage in all activities at homes, in the 

fields; jungles, rivers, in the village and elsewhere in the day 

tj.me, but at night they must come back to their houses to sleep 

there. 

Thus, unlike the assumptions of some writers, 110 the intimacy 

of some boys with their sisters-in-law and the individualistic 

society of the Galas are not important factors of the non-existence 

of their dormitories. Because, the Tangams who have the custom of 

108 Ering, "Child marriage in Adi society and plight of girls", 
Arunachal News, pp.9-1~. 

109 Dhasmana, op.cit., pp.120-123. 
110 srivastava, op.cit., pp.71-72. 
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sharing of one wife by both brothers, also have their both the 

moshup (byango) and rasheng in their villages. 111 Besides, the 

Gala society is not less co-operative than that of the other sec-

tions of the fellow Adis; because, they also have many community 

functions which are organised on co-operative basis, such as, the 

community festivals (t1opin, Mari, Yulu etc), fencing (lube-ragnam), 

fishing (sile-sibok), hunting (kiruk), village defence and warfare. 

The Marriage 

The marriage sy~tem of the Adis varies slightly from onr 

group to another. Though t~ere are different types of marriages, 

the love affairs in rashen0s, as we have discussed, ultimately 

lead to the popula~ ~arriage of boys and giils of the Padam-

Minyong group of the Adis in their traditional society. If the 
' 

adjustment and understanding between the rasheng lovers are rea-

h 1 . t . f th . . 11 2 ched the p·arents m~ke t e actua negot1a 1ons or e1r marr1age. 

The boy·makes his desire ~nown to his parents either himself or 

if he feel shy, through his friends. 

According to Padam custom, if his parents agree, the mother 

of the boy prepares one bamboo tube of apong, two or more smoked 

squirrels and ginger paste. With these as presents, she goes to · 

the girls' house and makes a formal proposal on behalf of her son ~~: 

to the girl herself or to her mother. If the presents are accepted, 

the proposal is considered to have accepted, and from that day 

111 a t h . Th T hat ac arJee, e angams, p.60. 
112 Roy, op.cit., p.199. 
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onwards the girl and the boy hecome formally engaged. This engage-

ment gives the boy right to visit the girl's house (magbo ginam). 

The boy shows his attachment to the girl by presenting apong, and 

meat to his would-be parents-in-law from time to time. With the 

Etor festival following the engagement, starts a formal exchange 

f t h . h . k · 1 k 11 3 D . th t f t. 1 o presen s w 1c 1s nown as ung ang. ur1ng a es 1va 

the girl prepares a large quantity of apong, and sends it with meat 

and food to the boy's home, and the boy responds by killing a pig 

and sending it to the girl's house. This formally is observed 

every year as long as the girl continues to live at her father's 

horne. 

Among the Minyongs, the parents of the boy consult some of 

the elders of their clan a~ soon as the son proposes to get married. 

If the elders agree, an elderly woman is selected to act as go

between. Sh~ goes to the house of the girl with presents of apong, 

smoked squirrels and other ~eatv and then she places the marriage 

proposal before the parents of the girl. If the pare~ts agree, 

' the presents of apong continues for one month; if during this period 

no opposition comes, a day is fixed for the final decision (reying

apong). The reying-apong lit~rally means- 'the apong that cool the 

heart', i.e., satisfied 1-Jith the decision. On that day, the mother 

of the boy takes a plentiful supply of mibhun meat, pork, fish, 

smoked squirrels and apong to the house of the girl. There a\1 the 

aged women of the clan to which the girl belongs, are invited and . 

are entertained in a feast by the mother of the boy. On the comple-

tion of this function, the engaged pair is declared as formally 

1 1 3 
Ibid. 
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Among the well-~o-do families to whom the economic 

aspect of matri~ony i~ important, the arranged marriage sys-

tern is also prevalent. •In such cases the wishes of the girl 

' or the boy are not always consulted. The ground ·of such 

marriage is that the father of a rich girl is usually 

against the union 1wit~ a poor family and so is the rich fa-

ther of a boy. Where fiamilies are equal in status and wea-

lth, consent is not normally withheld, but where one family 

is rich and the other poor, parential consent is very diff

icult to obtain. 115 On the other hand,the likirig··· and dis-

liking of the children are ignored for such marriage of 

convenience settled by the parents. If the proposal comes 

from the parents of the girl, there is no formal prodedure, 

they simply communicate their desire to the parents of the 

boy, who then expected to start the formal procedure if 

they agree to it. If the girl is of age and agrees to the 

arrangement by her parents, she allows the groom selected 

to visit her at n~ght. If the girl refuees to accept that 

groom, she demonstrate her unwillingness by continuing to 

pass her nights in the rasheng in the company of her own 

chosen mate. If the rasheng choice culminates in matrimony, 

the successful rival has to pay compensation to the groom 

1 1 6 selected by the parents. 

114 Ibid., p.200. 
115

ItJl'd. 201 ' p. . 
116 Ibid. 
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An Adi writer narrates another systems of marriage which 

is mostly prevailing now in the lower region of the Eastern 

Adi area. He writes that the Adi boys and girls are free to 

move about and associate with friends. and join various social 

organisations and functions like singing and dancing. So, 

through such associations and various social activities, both 

the intending boy and girl get ample chances to study the 

character and taste of his/her lover. Then the boy frequently 

visits the girl's house and later on he passes the nights there. 

This registers their marriage and the parents of both sides 

exchange apong during festivals. This legalises the wedding 

between the boy and girl. 117 

In the Adi society, every girl is considered an asset 

to the family to which she belongs. So, depriving a family 

of a girl by .taking her away in marriage has to be compensated 

by payment, in proportion to the status of the family and per-

sonal belonging (such as, tadoks i.e., beads) of the· girl. 

This payment of the bride-price is known as are-binam. Among 

the Padam-Minyong Adis this is not a lump-sum payment settled 

at the time of proposal or marriage either in cash, hou8ehold 

articles or domestic animals. It takes the form of a continued 

supply of meat by ihe h~sband and his relatives to the parents 

of the wife. For instanc~, the husband gives his entire share 

of fish caught in the organised fishing and half of his catch 

by traps to his wifes family., The father-in-law gets upper par-

tion of a mithun sacrificed by the son-in-law, but, if sacrificed 

117 
Ering,' "Marriage system of the Adis", NEFA Information,A~gust, 
1970, pp.19-23. 
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by his brother or clansm~n, the entire chest including the neck 

is presented to the father-in-law d l ~k 0 118 an 1 ew1se. 

Earlier investigators found two ceremonies performed by 

an Adi w~o was lucky in marrying a girl from a rich family comi-

ng with personal'pos~essions, rich in tadoks, speci~lly when 

these tadoks, amount in ~rice to about 15 mithuns. The first of 

these ceremonies is known a~ maruk and the second one is called 

as minyam. Maruk may be performed at any time after the.marria-

ge at the convenience of the husband. There is no fixed time, 

but it has to be performed at the time of the Uning or Aran 

festival. For this ceremony a huge quantity of food is collected. 

It is consisting of ten loads of rice, two pigs, ten tubes of 

apong, ~ur to five loads of cooked rice, two to three loads of 

dried fish or meat, sufficient quantity of smoked rats and squ-

irrels. A mithun is also presented to the parents of the girl 

on this occasion. In this ceremony, the youngmen of the bride-

groom's clan or village dressed in war costumes advance in a 

gay procession towards the home of the bride. The youngmen of 

the bride's villnge also proceed towards the home of the groom 

in the same way but without any presents. Both parties meet 

half-way and there they stage a mock-fight, the bride's party 

blocking the way and the groom's party trying to force passage. 

They dance with war cries. This goes on till both parties feel 

tired. When the tempo comes down the bride's party yields pass~ 

119 age to the groom's party, which passes on~ joyous mode. A few 

1 1 8 
Roy, op.cit., p.202. 

119 2'3 Ibid., pp.202- U . 
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yards away from the house, they are received by the women of 

the bride's clan with apong and food. In the occasion of the 

·ceremony, all the members of the bride clan or village assemble 

and her parents also kill pigs and a mithun and both the par-

tise join in a feast. In the minyam ceremony pigs are offered 

b b th th t . . 1 f . th 1 ZO D . . t · y o e par 1es 1n p ace o m1 un. ur1ng our 1nves 1-

gation, however, w~ have not come across such ceremonies among 

these Adis. 

The Gala Adis follow a more elabor'ate- system of mar.r.inqe. 

Most of their marriages are arranged marriages. The selection 

of the bride is sometimes' influenced by the mother of the bride-

groom; b~cause she prefers to bring a daughter-in-law from her 

parent's family,' clan or village and thereby she tries to main-

tain the increasing relati0nship there. 

The negotiated marriage system ls known as nyidatanam 

among the Galas. Once a boy or his parents decide to establish 

a relationship with a particular girl, the first act is to 

send a feeler (later on he becomes the middle man known as 

lampe or gindo) to the house of that girl. In. some areas the 

divination of eggs and chicken liver is also done. If the 

messenger finds that the parents of the girl would not mind 

in considering it, after a few days the boy with his father 

and a few relatives visit the girl's parents with meat and 

~~· The boy's party place the proposal indirectly to the 

girl's father. If the proposal is favoured, the meat and apong 

120. Ibid. 
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ore occepted by him. Before the boy's party returns the matter 

.i s s e t t 1 e d , the agreement· is sea 1 e d w i t h a .-·joined feast . By 

this time the quantity of the bride-price and dowry to be paid 

is also fixed. Then the father of the groom is given an old 

valuable dish or bowl (barku-barte as yab~r-ame) and the groom 

is given gifts, such as dumjen (of beads). This engagement 

. k 'd t k k . t 1 t' 121 1s nown as ny1 a or nyame aga nam or yo s1- a o 1nam. 

This is followed by ,a period of occasional presents of 

meat and drink by the gr~om to the would-be parents-in-law 

through the lampo (middleman). At the same time the payment 

of bride-price is started. The mode of payment may differ from 

individual to individual. :rhe rich parents may pay the entire 

bride-prjce at one time. ·But the poor parents may pay it in 

instalme~ts. Thus, the boy and girl are considered engaged 

but th~y should ~at meet ~ill the actual nuptial (agam layap) 

is performed. During this period, in some areas, the mother 

of the girl would visit th~ house of the boy to have a first 

hand knowledge of the condition of the 'family. The parents 

of the boy also soon after return the visit to fix the date 

or other particulars of marriage ceremony (nyame-ingenam). 

By that time nyame-murnam (a gift as token is given to the 

bride) function is also performed. 

The Gala Adis also perform a number of ceremonies in con-

nection with marriage. Of these togu-panam or sobe-panam 

(mithun sacrifice) ceremony is the biggest. This ceremony is 

performed in several stages. It is started with the divina-

tion of eggs and chicken livers. When the divination is found 

121. Tumpak Ete, Pume Dada Hoi Da, p. 45. 

·I 
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fnvour<l~le for the~ ceremony, the sima-taknam (spliting 

of logs) ritual is performed. From that ritual onward the della 

recitation and the nyida dance are started. After that the 

meat of the sacrificed animal in the ritual and apong are taken 

by the lampo accompanied by one or two villagers to the bride's 

' house. They inform the parents of the bride that their daughter 

w o u 1 d b e t a k e n t o t h e g r a: o m ' s h o u s e d u r i n g ·the t o g u · c e r e m o n y . 
1 

Since then the parents of. the bride start collecting items 

for orname~ts and decoration and dowry for ·their daughter 

during the ceremony. After,' fifteen to one month of the visit 

o f the 1 amp o , the y u me- p a·n am r it u a 1 is performed . In t hi a 

ritual a·number ~f pigs are sacrificed. After two or three 

days o·f that ceremony, a,big party of groom's side is sent 

to the house of the bride, taking with them a sufficient quan-

tity of meat, smoked fish and apong. In this occasion, matters 

relating· to formalities to be observed are discussed. The 

bride's parents also kill one or two pigs and ~ntertain the 

party. When the party returns, the lampo is left in the bride's 

house to take her party along with him to the marriage ceremony. 

On the preceeding evening the bride in the bridal dress 

and ornaments, with her friends and well-wishers goes round 

the houses of her village asking blessings from the villagers. 

From that evening the singing of kaben-kabnam (singing songs 

of blessings and farewel ) starts. The village ladies liberally 

g1ve presents and blessings and bid farewell to her. 

The complete outfit of the Ga~o bride comprises among 

others of a wollen gown,a belt studded with metal discs, chains 

of beads, ear-ringsJa metal bowl cap (dumbo) with bells hanging-
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f L' o rn t ll e r i rn a n d b a 1 i , y a k t a i 1 f i x e d o n t h e d om e , t e k o m , 

churgcn or hurg~n (metal items made for m~rriage ceremony), 

sntam (a shield) etc. 122 In the morning the bride proceeds 

in procession with her parents, friends and other relatives 

to her groom's village.J~st out side her own house, she takes 

her last meal as a unmar~ied daughter. The bridegroom's parents 

send meal and apong to the party and it is entertained on 

t he m i d- w a Y . 0 u t s i de t he , g r o o'm ' s v i 11 age , the b r i d a 1 p a r t y 

is received with a mock Qpposftion ringing dish bells and 

dances .. This mock opposition is known as nyida-moriknam or 

parikram which ends in a general merry-making. 
123 

Near the village of the groom the brid~ is dressed and 

decorated with ornaments fittingly. At the entrance of the 

groom's .house, a temporary ladder is fixed and near it the 

groom received the bride. The pair exchange symbolical gifts. 

She gives him a bunch of kopu (new kao leaves) and ~' an 

arrow. He returns her kopu along with a bunch of his own but 

retains the arrow. This exchange signigies that now on they 

are one and she takes the charge of crops and he of her pro

tcction.124 The couple enters the house through the new ladder. 

In that afternoon the sacrifice of mithun ceremony is 

performed. (In some areas, the sacrifice is kept for the next 

day). Both the bride and bride-groom take part in the sacrifice. 

123. Ibid., pp.46-47. 

124. Ibid. 
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After· that the ngf:lm.' ritual is performed inside the house. 

' Both of them sacrifice t~e animals for agam, Ite-Bote, etc. 

(gods and goddesses of the houses). That. evening both the 

bride and the bride-groom have their sor~abo donam, the meal 
I 

which formally transfers the bride from the family of her 

' 125 
parents to that of her husband. Marriage dance and song 

and othei merry-making_ go on till mid-night. After stayin~ 

' one or two days, the bride's party returns to the bride's 

village. But the bride stay~ back, in her husband's house for 

more days, because she has. to observe taboos. 

After engagement and the payment qf the bride-price, 

some families may bring the bride to their houses without 

performing the togu ceremony. Such custom is known as nyamjir-

be-nyamgenam. Here also layap ceremony is performed and the 

parents of the bride-groom may kill some pigs or a cow or 

a mithun and entertain the bridal party and relatives with 

meat and apong. 

One of the earlier writers write that the new couple 

sleep together in that night of marriage. 
126 

This seems to 

be a wrong information, because, the most of the negotiated 

or traditional marriages are child marriages. Thus, the new 

couple can not sleep together in that night. _In such marriage, 

even the grown up couple also do not sleep together so early, 

because, to have intimacy and understanding between them, 

it takes time. Normally, the bride goes back to her parents' 

125. Ibid. 

'126. Srivastavn, or.cit., p.81. 
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house, after staying a few more d/ys in the husband's house. 

If she is a small girl, she may not come back there for a 

long time. However, she may occasionally visit her new family 

till she reach~s h~r puberty. When the couple comes to under-

standing they start liv}ng together. Even the grown up new 

' couple of negotiated ma~riage takes time to have the intimacy 

and under~tanding: 

The marriage system of the Ramos, Bokars and, the Pailibos 

is almost similar to that of the Galas. In all sections of 

the Adis the ma~riage by elopment or capture is recognised. 

In that case also, later on the formal procedure of negotiated 

marriage has to be follo.,.ted. The custom of ·marriage by exchange 

is also in vogue in the Adi society. Thus, two marriageable 

girls are exchanged to equalise the cos.t of payment of bride-

price. But this custom is not so popular in the society; 

because, some Adis do not like to give their girls to the 

bride's families and they want to establish relations with 

more other families. Among the Galas there was a unique mar-

riage system known as neppe-nyida meaning 'womb marriage' 

or advance bonking for marriage. That is, before the birth 

of their children two friends (kedens) come to understanding 

that after birth, if one's child is a daughter and that of 

the other is a son, their marriage should be solemnised between 

them. 127 This system was not so popular, but existed among 

a few kedens. 

127. Gamli Padu, op.cit., pp.34-35. 

. I 
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Monogamy is c~mmon among the Adis; but polygamy is also 

' prevalent among them, par,ticularly more popular among the rich 

persons. It exists for various reasons, economic, death of 

brothers, love affairs, desire of a male child, and the barren-

' ness of the wife. In this, system, the eldest wife has a posi-

tion of superior to other co-~ives and it is she who holds 

the rei~n of the family affairs. For subsequent martiages, 

the opinion of the first wife is always sought and after the 

0 • 1 2 8 marr1age all wives live together under the ,same roof. 

The prevalence of th~ rigo-nyame benam which means the 

intimacy of a brother with his brother,'s wife or a woman's 

intimacy with her husband's brothers is interpreted by some 

writers as the prevalence of the polyandry system among some 

Adis. 129 But it is not the polyandry system in the real sense 

of the term. Because, a Gala or Tangam Adi woman do not marry 

a number of men who are not related to each other and she 

"""-does not keep intimacy with any man who is not husband's own 

brother or cousin brother of same generation (sitem) of the 

same clan. Thus, ritually and socially, a Gala woman marry 

only one man. But in course of time she may extend her love 

and intimacy to own brothers and cousin brothers of her husband, 

if he permits. If she and her husband do not permit, nobody 

can compel her to have this type of relation. The brother-

in-law who has love and intimacy with his sister-in-law, does 

not remain as her second husband, because he also marries 

128. Srivastava, op.cit., p.75. 

129. Elwin, A Philosophy, p.18; Srivastava, op.cit., p.74. 
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later on and has his wife and children. After his marriage 

also the brother-in-law ~nd sister-in-law ~ay continue their 
' 

intimacy, but she does not consider him a~ her husband. 

Thus the broth~r-in-law has no sexual .right to the sister

in-law as interpreted by ~orne investigators. 130 They cannot 

have such intimacy without .consent or understanding of the 

brother or husband .. Otherwise, such relations will beget jea-

lousy and misunderstandings among the brothers and quarrels 

among the sisters-in-law. Thus, the rigo-nyame-benam custom 

among the Galas, Pailibos, Ramos, Bokars, Tangams is an affair 

of love and intimacy of the brothers with the brother's wife 

or wives and women's intimacy with their husbands' brothers 

if they have understanding among themselves. So, this custom 

is not a right to anybody, but a permission which may be given 

or may not be given by the concerned party. 

Although this system has some demerits, such as it .is a 

wastage of time and energy of an unmarried youngman, but this 

has a number of merits also in the traditional hunting and 

agricultural society. Because, it is an expression of soli-

darity, love and affection among the brothers~ brothers-in-

laws and sisters-in-law, particularly in the joint families. 

It reduces the chances of family feuds and misunderstanding 

which embitter the relations among the kiths and kins. Further, 

it helps to develop love and affection for all children of 

the family equally and fosters the community feelings and 

130. Ibid., p.71 and p.75. 
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a feeling of brotherhood in the'tribe. So, Dhosmana writes, 

''Whatever might be the dr~wbacks of this custom its merits 

and necessity among the Ramos are greater than demerits". 131 

131_Dh asmana, op.cit., p.123. 
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Lanuu~ge and Literature 

Grierson in the Linguistic Survey of India puts Adi 

lgnauage under the Central Group of the North Assam Group of 

132 ' the Tibeto-Burman. Th~ Adi language has no script. About the 

non-existence of their s¢ript, as narrated earlier,_ one of the 

Adi .myths tells us that originally they had a script. But due 

' 
to their constant movement, they became worried about the sa~ty 

of their script. They decided 'to eat up the deer skin on which 

the scri.~t and lows of the tribe were written. So they consumed 

the skin so as 133 to keep the contents inside their belly. That 

is the reason why they have no script now. 

The Christian Missionaries and the British administrators 

tried to introduce the Roman script in the Adi area. J.F.Needham 

learned the language of the Adis and Miris and he prepared an 

Outline Grammar of Shaiyang Miri Language as far as back in 1885. 

J.H.Lorrain undertook is compiling the Dictionary of the Miri

Abor Language which made its appearance in 1907. The Christian 

Missionaries also translated the Bible into Miri-Adi language 

and prepared the Padam-Abor Primer in Roman script
134 

which was 

1 a t e r o n c a 1 1 e d t h e 1 P a d a m A k h a r 1 
• T h u s , s om e bo o k s w r i t t e n i n 

Adi language in Roman script also were introduced in the school 

at Sadiya and the Adi students who studied there had to read them. 

132 Grierson, Linguistic Survey of India, Vol.lll, Part 1; 

l.M.Simon, ·"The Largest Language Group in Arunachal", Resarun, 
January-March, 1978,p.7. 

133 P 1 · t . · L B . Al 9 4 82 ersona 1n erv1ew w1th igin omJen, at. ong on ... 
134 N.Pegu, op.cit., p.106. 
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After the Independence, the National Government started 

to take interest for the development of education and language 

of the tribes of Arunachal Pradesh. For the Adi area the late 

Daying Ering (later on, 'he became a Deputy Minister of the Union 

Government) was appointed as the Language Officer. During this 

period, the Government decided to introduce the Devanagiri script 

for local languages and Hindi in the whole of Arunachal Pradesh 

(then NEFA). In the directive issued on 20.2.1956 says, "In places 

w h e r e t h e i n t e r e s t s 'o f t h e p e o p 1 e a r e m o t i v a t e d t ow a r d s liter a c y , 

' 
l.r:!aching of the Dcvnnngi r,i Bcript ohould be taken up. In addition, 

Hindi should also be taugrt". 135 In the meantime (since 1951), 

text books on Ad i l·a n g u age in Devan a g i r i script prepared. Another 

directive issued on 7.10.1958 says, "Students will be taught 

through their mother tangue i.e. 
)i 1 3 6 

tribal languages. But after 

that, the~e attempts had to be given up for several reasons. 

In the meantime stude~ts of Arunachal demanded for the in-

traduction of English as t~e medium of instruction and the Roman 

script for their local languages. Secondly, as the text books 

mentioned above, were written in the dialects of some particular 

groups of the tribe for which some misunderstanding cropped up. 

Accordingly, these books could not be introduced in all schools 

of the Adi area. Thirdly there was a strong resentment from the 

people of Assam for the introduction of De~anagiri script and 

1 3 5 

1 3 6 

Government Directive, dated on 20.2.1956, referred by J.N. 
Choudhury, Arunachal Pradesh from Frontier Tracts to Union 
Territory, New Delhi, 1983, p.312. 

Ibid. 
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Hind[ in place of Ass~mese· in Arunachal Pradesh. 137 

I n t h e fa c e o f s u c h m o u, n t i n g o p p o s i t i o n ·, ' t h e A d m i n i s t r a t i o n 

decided in 1971 to affiliate all schools of Arunachal Pradesh 

(NEFA) to the Central School System with English as the medium of 

· t t· 138 s· th Ins rue Ion. Ince en, the Adi Agom Kebang (the Adi Language 

Council), Pasighat has been attempting to prepare an acceptable 

script taking the Roman script for the Adis. Thus, in 1982 this 

has published the Adi Agom Luponane (Adi Language Primer) at Pasi-

139 ghat. In this primer the Adi language has 28 letters(alphabets) 

<l~> gj_ven belol't : 

A 8 c D E E 

F G H I I J 

K L N 0 p 

Q R s T u v 

vJ X y z 

Although there are dialectical variat~ons between sub-tribes 

but these are negligible, if one has acquaintance with the dialects 

of both the Galas and Padam~Minyongs. Many of the root-words of all 

sections are the same. For instance, kanam-·- to see, a-nam - to come, 

donam - to eat, ti-narn - to drink, lanam - to take, ~ - you,~ -1, 

etc. are same to all. 

137
Ibid., p.313. 

138.!_bid., p.315 

139 Ad. A K b Ad1. A L P . h t 1982 1 I go m e an g, gum upon an e , as J. g a , , p. . 
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The distintive difference of the Gala dialect from that of 

the Padam-Minyong is the form'er' s dropping of ,the final 'ng' s in 

the words in the latter. Thu~; the Pa~am-Mi~yong words - kebang, 

ponung, do.lung, Galang,' and Along become ~eba, ponu, dolu, Gala 

and Ala respectively in the Gala dialect. Another noticeable fea

ture in which they differ is the use of the consonant 'b' by the 

Gala and 'p' by the Padam-Minyong dialect. 140 That is, 

Tamo ge legabe for Tamo(Galo). 

Tamo ke legape for Tamo(Padam-Minyong). 

Albe atoka/alaka welcome(Galo). 

Aipe atoka/alangka - welcome(Padam-Minyong). 

Again, the Pndam-Minyongs have the a~cusative suffix 'dem' 

where Galas have 'em'. Thus, kitap dem latoka - bring the book 

(Padam-Minyong), is kitapem !atoka -bring the book(Galo). 

The first syllables of some words are classificatory, 'si' 

and 'so' for the animal, in Padam-Minyong and Gala respectively 

sidum 

so dum 

si.te 

sate 

deer(Padam-Minyong), 

deer(Galo), 

elephant(Pndam-Minyong), 

elephant(Galo). 

In addition to the phonetic differenc~s between the· two 

groups of the tribe, there are also a number of such differences 

in the same dialect. For instance, the Paktu Galo dialect differs 

140 
Census Report, 1971, p.34. 
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slightly from that of the Lower Gala in their use of 'r' and 'y' 

oyok dao(Paktu Gala), 

orok dao(Lower ' ' ) ' 

yekpo - pig(Paktu 
' ' ) ' 

rekpo - pig(Lower ' ' ) . 

Some differences in the respective vocabularies are also 

noticeable ·in the dialects of the people of different areas of the 

tribe . Thus , 'b o i 1 e tj ric;: e ' is c a 11 e d a chin by Lower G a 1 o s , as in by 

Paktus, ami by Karkas and ipin by Padam-Minyongs. The 'community 

hall' is called- moshup(Padam), dere(Minyongs and Gala), byango 

(Tangam) and ngamtek(Milang). 'What' is called - inkokola(Padam-

Minyong), o-gola(Karka Gala), in-gola(Taipodia Gala) and yo-gala 

(rest of the Galas). 

The common characteristics of the Adi dialects are given 

be 1 01·1 

1. It has two special vowels 'E'(as k~bang) and 'I'(as mori-

flat land) which give peculiar sounds. 

2. It has the agglutinative feature. In an agglutinative 

language some particles which have no independent existence, express 

meaning when hooked together like a chain in a sentence.
141 

For 

instance, in Gala 'J.i' is affixed fbr the intentive and 'go' for 

'moving about' 

ngo in do I go, 

ngo in li do I wish do go, 

ngo in go li do I wish to go round. 

1 41 -_ 
K.0;3s Gupta, "Agglutination in Adi Language of Arunachal", 
Resar:un, 1 9 7 7 ' p. 2 5. 
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3. R~taining the root words other particles or words may be 

added to give diff~rent shades of meanings. 142 Thus, in Gala 'men-

nam' means 'to speak' to w~ich other words may be added to give 

different meanings 

men sir nam to advi·se, 

men tom nam to teach, 

mensar nam to give bad advise, 

menji nam to t e 11, 

men pak nam to disagree. 

4. Another feature is the use of classificatory terms which 

are prefixed to the root of ~ numeral to indicate number. Thus, 

'nteJ.'(Padam-Minyong), 'aken'(Galo) means 'one'. eso dar-tel 

one mithun(Padam-Minyong), sobe darken- one mithun(Galo). 143 

\ 

5. The environment has influenced the form of the language. 

Thus in a country of ups and downs, one word for the action of 

going or coming generally may not be adequately clear. -So, there 

are different words for 'go up', 'go down', or'going on leven 
I 

1 
ground etc. For instance, in Gala 'chanam' means to go up, 'i-nam' 

means to go down and 'inpo-nam' mean to go on !even ground. Demons-

tratlve pronouns also have different forms, such as 
#'" 

e ' t8, 
,/ 

and be 

to indicate the object on the same level, higher level and lower 

level of the ups and downs of the hill. Thus, 

ede' ami that man( same level), 

tede ami - that man(up), 

be-de' ami that man( down). 144 -

Ibid. 
143 Census, 1971, p.34. 
1 L~ 4 . 

I.t~.S1mon, "A brief note Ofl the languages of Arunachal", Resarun,1976, p.6; 
Das Gupta, "Speech and Social Life", Resarun, July,1976, p.20. 
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Folklore 

The Adi language abounds in folklores.,:.folk musics or tra-

ditions. They narrate most~y the origin of things, beings and cus-

toms. They are known.as abangs among the Padam-Minyongs and nyibo 

agoms among 'the Galas. They are ·in an archaic form and are fluid 

and lend easily to addition~, el~borations, interpolations as well 

as abridge~ent as occasions and need require. 145 

The myths or gists ~f the texts are known to all Adisi but 

the texts themselves and sty~e of chanting ar~ known to a few spe

cialists only. These specialists are ca.lled miri or mibo by the 

Padam-Min~ongs and nyibo or nyijik by the Galas. The nyibos keep 

the lares in their memory through their spiritual power or through 

constant practices. Among them also only the most experienced and 

learned ones remember these lares correctly, and can understant 

and explain their exact significance. Through them the Adi folk-

lares have been transmitted from generation to generation. 

These abangs or nyibo agoms which are supposed to be the ear

liest forms of the Adi folklores are mostly of religious character. 

The reason for their having such character may be that ~n the early 

formative period of the society i~.~i~ these lares took chapes, 

there was hardly any distinction between what was religious and 

v1hat was secular. Every aspect of life was permeated and influenced 

by a belief in the super-natural powers and spirits were associated 

145
B.D.Shastri, "The myth of the first man among the Adis", edited 
by Birendranath Datta, Focus on Folklore of North-East India, 
Gauhati,1985, p.38. 
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with the min~test details of life. 146 The authors of these.abangs 

147 or nyibo agoms and the date qf their composition are most obscure. 

Their exact number also can'not be ascertained now; because the 

systematic ·collectipn of them from different sections of the tribe 

has not yet been done. 

The abangs or agoms are narrated in different ritual functions, 

such as Sol.ung, Aran, Etor, Mopin, Uram Pa.knam, Benam, De-nam,Gunam, 

Hurin, Ampir, Togu, Donyi-Bonam etc. Among them again there are two 

types of rituals, i.e. for the rituals for appeasement to spirits 

(ale uyu). and the rituals for propitiation(apo-uyu). In these rituals 

nyibos chant the ancient lares and they narrate all about the origin, 

progress of mankind, relations between the man(Tani) and the spirit 

(Jaki or Robo) etc. One of such lore runs thus, 

From the unknown, unseen and nothingness there sprang 
up Sedi, and then he transformed ihto Oiling, L~tung, 
Type, Yeppe and finally Pedong Nane. Pedong Nane issued 
five hundred sons and five hundred daughters. Her last 
child was named Doni Aji or Baby Human~148 

There is another type of religious lore which is known as 

penge, or nene-poyo. This is the elegy or dirge sung to bid farewel 

to the departed soul. 

146 Tumpak Ete, Nyibo Agom Vol.1. Uram Paknam, Shillong, 1974, p.1. 
147

Alan Dundes, "Oral Literature", University of California, Berkeley, 
edited by James A.Clifton, Introduction to Cultural Anthropolo y 
(Essays on the scope and Methodology of the Science of Man , 
Boston, p.118. 

148G 5 B . .. anarJee, Adis of Arunachal, 24 Paragoha,1975, pp.244-245. 
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In addition to these sacred lares, the Adi folklores also 

include a great variety of compositions which are-mostly prepared 

in extempore in traditional style and are sung during the big fes-

tivals, important gatherings and other occasions. In short, the 

purpose of this type of song is to inform, instruct and to entertain. 

These are called menmen by the Galas and luman by the Padam-Minycn;p. 

Such secular literature or folklores are narvated in many forms 

such as, delong, bari, ponung, nitom, yane, kaben, anne-yo-anna, 

gomko agom, abe etc. 

The delong is a folk song which is sung by the young boys per-

tjcularly during the inaugural ceremony of a new house (house war-

ming ceremony). Luman ponungs are songs sung to entertain the guests 

and to receive important visitors. Bari is sung by youngmen during 

the Aran festival. Su~h typ~ of song is called yane by the Galas. 

Nitom is the song, mostly ~f Gala girls. Gonko ~goms are old sayings 

' or proverbs with moral lessons. Abes are kinds of political speeches 

in the form bf prose and are meaQt to be introductory speeches to 

some particular event before· the, kebang. 

The m0st of these follores or oral literature of the Adis are 

' 
more or ·less public in character in the sense that they are to be 

recited to entertain public. But there are some other compositions 

w·hich are rather personal in .riature. The love songs such as anne-

yo-anne or dobo gognam are not sung in public and they are meant 

only to a lover in seclusion or in privacy. 149 Lullaby(nimi-minam) 

is also sung while rocking a baby by a girl or an elderly person. 

149 
S.Roy, op.c.it., p.176. 

l 
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A dirge(penge) is sung to bid farewel to a dead person. 

In addition to these sacred and secular lares or litera-

turc, there are a number of myths, tales, and legends among the 

different sections of the Adis. Some of them are recited in poe-

tical forms in abangs or nyibo-agoms, but many othe~s are there 

to be narrated in prose form to the audience by a narrator. Such 

stories are 'Tani gela sobeyge doyi' (the story of: Tani and the 

monkey), 'Sobe gela sonya ge doyi' (the story of the mithun and 

the tiger) etc. There- arc "c.dso many legends among the Adis such AS, 

'Tapa Gone ge doyi'(legend of Tapa Gone), 'Bogum gela Dam Mira 

C) e do y i ' or ' Bog u m k e 1 a Hi r a Gab o k e do y in g ' ( the 1 e g end of Oogum 

and thra Gala), 'Kojum-Paktu ge doyi' (the legend of Kojum-Paktu) 

etc. 

As ~lready mention~d, these myths, stories and legends 

passed from generation to generation through the memory of the 

' 
people. No attempt was made to get them written down before 

Independence. After Independen~e, B.S.Gpha started a systematic 

study of.·the absngs of the Adis. In his booklet, Moshup Abang, 

150 he has divided this abang into three parts. The first part 

narrates the creation of the world and struggle between the ori-

ginator of the ht1rnan race(Ooni) and his enemies(Robo and others). 

I n the s·e con d par t , the account o f the , de v e 1 o p men t of a g ric u 1 t u r e 

is narrated. The third part narrates how the moshup came into 

existence and stresses its importance in the social structure of 

the Adis. 

150 B.S.Guha, op.cit., pp.51-66. 
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B.S.Guha was followed by V.Elwin and T.K.Bhattacharjee who 

have collected some myths and legends of the Adis. The former 

has compiled some of their myths in his book Myths of the North

East Frontier of India, and the latter has published a booklet, 

known as The Myths of the Shimongs of the Upper Siang containing 

17 myths. 

Elwin ~as divided the myths collected by him into four 

broad groups - (1) heaven and earth, (2) man and his history,(3) 

the daily life of man and (4) the world of animala. 151 The first 

group includes stories about the creation of the world, the sky, 

the sun, the moon, thunder, light, water etc. The second contains 

narratives about the first man, the tricksters, and the women. 

The third group deals with the domestic life of man, his comforts, 

the discovery of fire, the beginning of religion, the threat of 

disease and the coming of death. The fourth group of mytrns gives us 

an account of how antropods, frogs, fish, reptiles, birds and ani-

mals came into being. 'Thes~ myths of the Adis show us that human 
I 

beings and animals were very near to each. other. These animals 
. 

are shown to have adopted ~uman characters; because they are made 

to speak as men and men also are,shown to be acting in strange 

ways. Thus as a whole these myths give us an idea of the picture 

of the world of the Adis when these myths were created. 

These folklores ~ive us an idea of the feature of the Adi 

life. They have the sense of be~uty and love o,f bright colour. 

Lightning always delights the, tribal poets and myth-makers. So a 

151El . Wln, -~~ths; p.Contents. 
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Minyong myth tells us that the lightning is the flashing of a 

d . t h I '1 . d 1 5 2 T h . N . M t e v 1 n e rn o· e r s eye- 1 s. eu y any 1 y e e , the most beauti.ful 

bride of the world is an artistic presentation of their imagina-

. 153 
tion and love of the beauty of the nature. ' The Adis are also 

realists and so there are plenty of different characters of people 

i n t h e i r · m y t h s s u c h a s t h e i n t e 11 i g e n t a.n d 1 o v a b 1 e p e r s o n 1 i k e 

Tani, wicked persons like Robo(Taki of Galas) and fools like Taro 

(of Gala).· 

Some scholars think that the Adis have no tale with moral 

154 lesson. But we get a number of tales among the Adis which have 

morals, such as 'sobo gela sonya ge doyi'(the tale of the mithun 

and the tiger), 'kilum gela kiko ge doyi'(the tale of the kilum 

and kiko birds) .etc. The first tale tells us that once upon a 

time there livad a mithun and a tiger in a jungle. The tiger was 

afraid of the big pointed horns of the mithun and did not harm it. 

One day the tiger asked the mithun about the usefulness of its 

horns. The mithun without any thought replied that these are only 

god-gifted decorations and for nothing. Thus knowing its weakness 

the tiger started 'killing mithun from that day. The moral of this 

155 tale is that one should not expose one's weakness to the enemy. 

152 Ibid., p.XXIII. 

. 153 o.Ering, "Nyanyi t~yete: the most beautiful bride", Arunachal 
News, December,1972, pp.7-9. 

154El . w1n, Myths., p.XXI. 

155 T.Nyori, "The tiger and the mithun", Yomga, Along School 
Magazine, Along,1960, p.10. 
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Song and Dance 

As we have noted that every stage of the Adi life has a 

busy schedule of routine duties. They, however, have scope to 

make their life enjoyable through their recreations and enter-

tainments with the help of songs and dances. Even their songs 

and dances impress outside~s for which the Adis are called the 

great dancers of Arunachal Pradesh(NEFA) 156 and their land as 

the happiest part of the State • Vernier E 1 win: w r i:t e s; , Siang is 

"the home of bright colours, lovely weaving, dancing, singing 

and enchanting people(the Adis)". 157 

T he Ad is h a v c v a r i e t i e s o f songs and dances , such as ponuny_, 

delong, bari, .nitom, ·mopin-songs and dances(Le. popir tegnu), 

n y i d a - n u n a m ' j a j i n e t c . T h e s e s 0 n g s a n d d a n c e 6 0 f t h e t r i b e HI a y 

be grouped into two types.· One .iJs ceremon,ial or religious and 

these are performed on the occasions of festival, wedding and other . 
r it e s . The other type i s r e c rea t ion a 1 and these scn::}S; a-d,'darce~v: may 

b e s u n g a 11 d d a n c e d a t an y 't i me ; b y t h e b o y s a n d g i r 1 s , no t ·t.o 

please th~ gods but to please themselves. 

The leaders of the songs and dances of the Adis are known 
I 

as miris or nyibos. Most of the songs and dances of the tribe con

sist of t'r:'/O parties- one is the miri, the leader-singer and other 

is the gvoup of his followers - boys and girls. 

On the ceremonial occasions the nyibo sings I ' 

the religious lares, such as abangs and his followers - girls and 

156[1 . w1n, A Philosophy, p.267. 

157[1 . wJn, Myths, p. XV. 
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b o y s f o ll ow h i s tunes and dan c e . I n the p on u n g d u r iJ n g the So 1 u n g; )~i-

fcstJval the limir-libom abang, binyat abang and ~t~~tor abang 

are recited. During the Etor festival the abang concerning the 

evolution of mithun and cock is narrated. The Gala nyibos also 

narrate such sacred lares during the festivals of Togu, Mopin, 

Peka etc. On the occasion of the Togu or wedding ceremony, the 

history and gene~logy of the .. clans are narrated at the time of 

delo-nitom dance. 

Padam-Minyong miri p'u t s t on c e rem on i a 1 dresses on the b o t h 
I 

religious and secular dances. He wears a 'gale(lady's skirt), his 

head-dress decorated with white,fastoons in a semi-circle, ha 

carries a sword in his right ha~d and the scabbard in his left 

hand as his instrument of music. Two rings are hung from his neck, 

so that one dang 1 e s on, e i the r s i de o f the chest . 1 58 

Thus attired he takes his stand in the centre of a circle 

or semi-circle formed by the. dancers. He chants his songs and 

jerks his· sword ijingling the metal discs. loosely attached to the 

hilt, keeping time with music. The girls catch the refrain and 

sing it in chorus and dance to the rhythm. As the nyibo touches 

on various subjects and themes, he gives different poses and 

facial refl·ections. Thus, the miri is the pivot and guiding spirit 

159 of the Adi traditional songs and dances. 

In the Gala area, during the Mopin festival nyibo fs.followed 

by one or two groups of followers and dance to the rhythm of the 

158 Roy, op.cit., p.179. 
159 Ering, "Songs and Dances in Adi 

September,1972, pp.29-30. 
Society", Arunachal News, 
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song. In addition to the nyibo party, other ·expert singers lead 

the popir parties. Here they sing and dance to the tune of popire 

tegnu, e-e-yai ngo, popir-anu-re-reh etc. During the singing and 

dancing while visiting the families, one party asks for . blessings 

for health and wealth from the goddess, Mopin and other party 

offers blessing on behalf of the goddess. 1 ·During ~(mithun 

sacrifice) ceremony, delo-nitom and yane songs and dances are 

performed to narrate the history of the clan:. 

The popuLar musical song or lyric among the Bokars, Ramos, 

Poilibos and Boris i~ their jajin. A jajin is a narration of the 

creation pf the universe a,nd its history. I.t is sung in a lyrical 

tone by individuals and niibos. Mostly the jajins form a part of 

hymns and incantations recited by the nyibos on various occasions, 

' 
detections and cure of disease and invocations like Sobe~adena 

etc. A jajin may be necited by a person other than a nyibo, but 

then he d~letes its invocatory part and recites its historical 

'. 160 and descriptive narrat1ons. It may be noted that some of the 

religious rites of the Adis (such as be-nam, de-nam, uram-paknam, 

i p a k n 3m e t c . ) a r e no t ass o c i .3 t e d w i t h d a n c e . I n such r i t e s the 

nyibo chants incantations (mantras) wit~out a follower or with 

one or two followers. 

After the clearance of jungle for jhum cultivation, the 

Tangams perform their Kobo-Luman (Kobo song and dance) during 

the Kobo festival. In that festival the young people put on hats 

decorated with teden and tegung flowers and go about singing and 

160 
DhRsmana, op.cit., p.150. 
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dancing round the village. Thus arrayed a body of youngmen move 

in a ljne holding each other's hands behind the leader and gather 

ac the byango. There they pray to Gumin-Soyin : 

Oh! Benevolent Gumin,. Soyin! In our village NGURI PUNNE 
we do not have any guardian but you to look after us. 
The old year has gone yielding place to new and we come 
to laud you and seek your blessing. 1 61 

In addition to the sacred ponung as mentioned above, the 

Adis have luman ponung or secular ponung songs and dances also. 

Most of such ponungs are of ext~m~ore compositions and the sub-

ject matter of th0se ·songs also vary and are of informal nature. 

Thus, a ponung may be suni to glorify Mahatma Gandhi as the ljbe-

['ator and the father of the Nation (i.e. 'go raja pabona, Gandhi 

raja pabona, go raja pabona'.) and to praise the Assam Rifles(i.c. 

'Assam Rifles, Regiment Secpnd,' Assam Rifles'). Such songs and 

dances are performed as the part of their recreation, entertainment 

and reception to the guest. These are sung by persons, also called 

miris, .who need not be priests and often are lay persons, men or 

women. As in other ponungs, 'each miri has gr~up of girls and boys 

and they form into rings ro~rid the leader-singer and dance to the 

rhythm of· the song, repeating the retrain which also serve as cue 

162 to the dance patterns. Neatly dressed in their traditional cos-

tumes such as gale and galuk, these singers and dancers sing gaily 

and dance pleasantly, sometimes joining their hands, taking rhythmic 

steps, then waving hands at times, giving graceful pose singing 

. 163 Joyously. 

1 61 
Bhattacharjee, Th·e Tamgams--,. p.44. 

162Sh t . as rl, op.cit., p.38. 
163 . 

Er1ng, op.cit., p.30. 
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Another type of popular group songs and dances of the Adis 

is their nitoms. Some nitdms have their sources from the sacred 

lares but these are su~g and danced for recreations and enter-

tainments. ~hus, Pume Dada Hoi Da is a nitom on the evolution of 

water. Its source is from t,he nyibo-Agom (sacred lore), Oyo Hei Ya 

represents another kind of nitom which deals with ancient tradition 

and is not direct~y depended on the sacred lore. Gari Gartom and 

Rumbe Mako are two nitoms, which are sung and danced by the Gala 

girls bb instruct their fel~ow village girls ~o come out for musics 

and dances on the p on u n g- n i t·o m ground and not to r: em a in i d 1 e in-

. 164 
side their houses . Thus , the vi 11 age g i r 1 s gather on the ground 

to sing and dance in the night during the dry seasons. 

Above discussed ponungs and nitoms represent the feminine 

character of the Adi songs and dances. But there are also male 

s o n g s a n d d a n c e s 1 i k e d e 1 o n g i n t h e A d i s o c i e t y . H e r e .a 1 s o a m i r i 

leads the performance. Frequently looking up and down, giving 

spectacular poses of thought he sings and dances. Young boys, his 

followers sing and dance around him. The boys take rhythmic steps, 

jump mildly, stamp the floor heavily, shout at times and move 

their hand freely while dancing. 165 Sachin Roy writes, "But then 

the songs and dances here never try to keep company of each other 

and go their own ways as directed by the merry mood of the parti

cipants. " 166 Thus, the delong represents a masculine, energetic 

and vigorous image of traditional songs and dances. 

164 
Ete, Pume Dada Hoj Dada, p.34 and pp.223-27. 

165[ . t 30 · r1ng, op.ci .. p. . 
166 Roy, op.cit., p 178. 
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Another maculine song known as bari is performed during the 

Aran festival. Sitting ~round-the hearth, sipping countless cups 

' of apong, gossipping in a fe$tive mood, the male members of the 

village conduct this kind of:traditional song. The leader-singer, 

sitting at the edge of· the hearth, keeping his two palms on both 
I 

sides of his cheeks, nodding his head at falls of accert, waving 

his hands to impress more, smiling' and spitting frequently, he sing 

the bari. At an end of every stanza, the members sitting around 

him sing in appreciation of ,the leader. At every stage of emphasis, 

the f o 11 ower s sing ' h a i. , h a i , h a i , which me an s I yes , y e 8 , yes ' . On, 

the completion of the stanga, they raise a typical tone upward and 

bring it do0n almost vertically. While singing so, they nod their 

h d tl d f t] th ·1· f 167 Th f th ea s gen y an requen y wi sm1 1ng aces. e yane o e 

Galas is bari type of song which has similar tune and pose of the 

singer. 

In addition, the Adis have songs of individual and private 

nature. These are yoyo gognam or nimi-minam (lullabies) dobo-gog-

nam and anne yo anna (love songs). The Adi elder sisters or bro

thers give their bodies rhythmic jerks and rocks and sing lulla-

bies to quet their ~eeping youngers. The lovers of the tribe sing 

t h o i r .l o v e s o n g s p r .i v a t e 1 y t o t he e a r s o f t h e i r 1 o v e r 8 • 0 n e o f 

songs is sung by a girl, thus, 

Among the boys there, who is he who matches me in age 
and status? Oh! could he be mine! Oh! what a joy it 
would be if we could sit together at night and I could 
have him close. I like him for age and beauty.168 

1 6 7 . . 
Er1ng, op.cit., p.30. 

168 Roy, op.cit., pp.176-78. 
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Among the Boris thefe: is a dance-drama known as tapo-rija. 

It is a war ~ance, pirformed by youngmen. They have another dance 

ca.il.l-ed banji noki. It is a symbolic dance and it depicts a married 

women k 'd db h 1 d'h. ' t 169 
1 nappe y er over an 1s assoc1a es. 

Arts and Crafts 

Drawing and painting are not known to the Adis of the tra-

ditional soc~ety. There is a 's.bone carving of Lepo Kotin at Rapum 

village in ·Mechukha area which, howerer is not too old. 170 There 

is no other specimen of wood and stone carving in their area. How-

ever, they did not lack the sense of art, because many of them 

knew the art of tatooing their bodies, decorating and designi.ng 

their ornaments, dresses and other personal articles. Their smiths 

know how to design and decorate their bracelets anklets and other 

such as tekom, churgen (all articles for marriage ceremony) etc. 

They know how to match colour to design and decorate particularly 

their gales (skirts) and galuks (coats) in different style.Obser-

ving the style of the Adi cloths Dunbar remarks, 

The cloths are further ornamented by a band of needle
work, sewn accross the cloths and at right anqles to the 
woven pattern. In a rather striking yellow and black 
cloth seen in Balek, the band of needle-work was an inch 
broad in a diamond design of red, black, white, making 
good imitation of the markings on a snake~s skin although 
of course differing entirely in colour from any known 
reptile, save possibly a chameleon on a tartan rug.171 

In Mechukha area, some stones had been erected by the ances-

tors of the Ramos. These stones were erected before and after 

169 Ibid., p.178. 
170 Dh:1smana, op.cit., p.224. 
1 71 Dunbar, op.cit., p.28. 

.I 
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. 
taking revenge on their enemies. 172 There is also a stone regarded 

as oath stone (geniiindung) in Rapum village. All the Ramos came 

here and took oath before dr ~fter any important unaertaking. 173 

These stones are similar to the megaliths in Meghalaya. In Mali-

nithan now in Adi area, .architectural remains ar:e existing, the 

Adis have nothing to do with these. The Adi~-construct~d and are 

constructing countless big and long moshups and residential houses 

in their villages. All these buildings were built with perishable 

' materials such as wood, bamboo, cane and leaves. They perished in 

course of time, so no trace of these big buildings in their area 

is found. They also constructed impregnable stockades in every Adi 

villogc in those days of feuds and warfare. 

The Adis are expert in constructing suspension bridges of 

cane over the rivers and even over the mighty Siang at many points. 

A b o u t s u c h b r i d g e s , \'I i l c o x i n 1 8 2 6 r e m a r k s , " Howe v e r , w h i 1 e m a n y 

others of the mountain tribes seem superior to them in some points, 

I have not everywhere seen them equally ready for a labour like 

that of constructing the cane suspension bridge (of the Adis)••} 74 

The Adis made almost all the domestic articles of daily 

necessity in their traditional society, such as baskets, hats, 

winnows, pots, dishes, knives, daos, etc. 

They are experts in basketry. The two types of their basket 

making techni~ues are (1) coiling or sewing and (2) weaving or 

twilling. Baskets are used for differAnt purposes. They carry 

1 7 2 
Dhasmana, loc.cit.,' p.22(. 

173
Ibid. pp.221-222. 

174R w· . 1lcox, op.cit., pp.43~ft., ibid., p.234. 
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I 

heavy loads of firewood, grairns and water tubes. Therefore, dura-

bity and strength of th~se ba~kets are more important. These are 

egin, ebar, kiro apong-parop, kodung or ek.ken, narang, tali etc. 

Almost all these baskets are of twille~ variety with different 

patterns and designs. They also use various sizes of mats (peche) 

made of bamboo for storing and drying paddy. In making.mats they 

follow the technique of weaving. 

The most beautiful and artistic work is noticed in making 

of the varieties of Adi hats (bolup). An Adi hat is made of 

successive rings of thin cane. It is built up and bound together 

with strips of fine cane woven vertically and so closely as to 

entirely cover the ring foundation. The kniting of hat is so fine 

and compact that it does not allow water to pass through it. 175 

Since long ago the Adis know how to weave their cloths and 

to provide necessary dresses for the members of their families. 

They cultivate cotton in their fields and if necessary they pur-

chase yarn from the markets~ The Adi women have their own ginning 

machine which is called sipyak docket by them. After removing the 

seeds from the cotton the rolls of dried cotton are spun on a sim-

ple spinning wheel (tachak tapa). When the yarn is ready Adi women 

weave their cloths in a simple loom. The names of the different 

parts of their loom differ from area to area. Thus, the names of 

these parts in Padam-t-1-inyong area are galong, gekong, tai, anno, 

sumpa, kitan etc. 176 These 
I 

sre called by the Galas as ~' botom, 

175 H· B h. ' ·t 1ren orgo a1n, op.c1 . , pp.15-21 
176 : Roy, op.c1t., pp.B1-83. 
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gegur, menten-nana, netu, lome, late'· rubu, tape, tanyi-nyiko, 

177 _geyen etc. 

The Adi weaving is confined to women. As noted above they 

have good sense of colour. Their original colour are chocolate-

brown, black, green, and dark-blue. Dyes are prepared by the Adis 

themselves. In Tangam area, the blue colour is obtained from angot, 

a small her~. The green dye comes from a small ginger like plant 

1 7 8 called gamba. These dyes are fast and do not fade even after 

constant use for several years. There are also plain white cloths 

like badu or jepe (cotton rug popularly known as Adi Jim by out

siders). Some cloths of the Adis are woven with woollen yarn also. 

" Before the introduction of the metal pots, Adis used earthen 

pots (kamya pichi or kedepeki) and they made these pots themselves 

from a particular type of clay known as takam. 

Smithy 

Earlier, most of their weapons and implements were made by 

the Adis. themselves. Those days, in every village there was smith 

(yogmo) who was an expert in metal works. In Padam-Minyong area, 

the smith had a sepaiate ~mall structure or hut with stone walls 

and thatched root which stood in a corner of the village. But the 

.Galas have no separate hu~ for a smith. lhere the smith use the 

ground below the veranda of his,house. The Adi blacksmith purchase 

177 tt• B h . "S . .. d . th G 11 II r1ren argo a1n, p1nn1ng an weav1ng among e a ongs ; 
Resarun, Vol.Vl. No.19, pp.42-48. 

178 . 
Bhattacharjee, The ·Tangams, p.32. 
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the pig iron from the markets in the plains ~f Assam or bartered 

from the Tibetans. 

The Adi smithy is consisting•of the ~allowing parts and 

articles : (1) an wooden or bamboo plate for storing water in it, 

(2) an iron pitcher, (3) an .iron hammer, (4)··an anvil which is 

made with a flat stone of moderate size fixed on the ground, (5) a 

dao used as the chisel, (6) a basket of charcoal of a particular 

jungle wood (taja), (7) a hearth specially made with two stone 

slabs. (8) The bellows consist of a pair of vertical hollow bamboo 

tubes about three feet long and four inches in diameter. The lower 

ends of the tubes are buried in the ground ~ide by side. From the 
·a 

bottom of each cylinder, a bamboo tube protrudes and enters the 

hearth. (9) The piston is made of bamboos; at the lower end fea-

thers are so fixed that when the piston is pulled up, air from the 

lower parts of two bamboo tubes easily make way into the tube, but 

when the piston is pushed downwards these feathers stops the air 

from escaping and is pushed to the furnace: Such constdnt operations 
' 

of the bellows the iron in:the furnace becomes red-hot. Then the 

black smith takes out it ftom the fire wi~h the help of the iron 

pitcher and .gives different shapes and sizes to the iron. 179 

Thus, the Adi smith forge ·the dao, spear-head, arrow-head, 

knife?kurfi (lolom) etc. They also made tekom, and churgen (items 

f o r m a r r i a g e c e r e m o n y ) ', k o p e ( b a n g 1 e s ) , 1 e me n ( a n k 1 e t s ) , on y o p 

(metal discs worn by girls) etc. 

179Roy,: op.cit., pp.117-120. 


